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Toward the Furtherance of
Peace
lfT WAS hardly an accident that
1l one of the five American delegates to the first UNESCO conference was a scientist of such
eminence as Arthur H. Compton,
chancellor of Washington University, St. Louis. Mr. Compton
played a leading part in the development of atomic fission. He
is a Nobel prize winner. He has
traveled extensively. He has attended meetings of scientists in
all parts of the world. For such
a man to participate in the
UNESCO conference and to promote its program at every possible occasion, is indicative of the
dread of men at the prospect of
another war. It is also indicative
of the genuine desire of scientists
to contribute their full share to
the preservation of peace.
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Addressing a group of four
hundred educators in the St.
Louis area on January g, Mr.
Compton presented the six major
undertakings of UNESCO. They
are the following:
i. Fundamental education. A
world-wide program of fundamental
education is necessary. "The present
educational inequality between nations represents a danger to the peace
of the world, which cannot become
ONE if half of it remains illiterate."
"It is not necessary, in order to recognize this duty, to assert that the
evils of our time lie solely in the
things of the human spirit, any more
than it is necessary to assert, in order
to arrive at certain other conclusions,
that the roots of these evils lie solely
in material conditions. It is necessary
only to admit . . . that what passes
in the minds of men is a reality-and
a reality which may well affect the
great issue of peace and war, of life
and death."
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2. Revision of teaching materials.
"It is important not only that people learn about each other, but also
that they learn the truth, undistorted to create prejudice." "UNESCO is not the policeman of the mind
nor the censor of the imagination,
but it does have the duty of calling
to the attention of the nations of the
world any misuse of the facilities of
teaching which it considers dangerous to the peace."
3. Communication between peoples. "Now for the first time a planetary culture can be developed. This
merely because now for the first time
people can talk with each other
around the world. UNESCO proposes
to use these new means of mass communication, and to work toward removing the obstacles in the way of
their full and most effective employment."
4. Science education and research.
This program includes rehabilitation
of science education in devastated
countries; international interchange
and conferences of scientists and
technologists; and promotion of research programs of international concern.
5. Study of tensions conducive to
war. This study will include studies
of nationalism and internationalism,
the pressure of populations, and the
effect of technological progress on
the adequacy of national governments to provide for the economic
well-being of peoples. It will ca11
for a new type of cooperation between social scientists, anthropologists, geographers and psychologists.
It will demand the development of

new methods of investigation and
report.
6. Philosophic problems. UNESCO
must not commit itself to a dogmatic
position in any field, or to any philosophy which would exclude other
basic philosophies directed to the
human and humane ends to which
UNESCO by its constitution is devoted. The philosophic problem of
UNESCO is rather that of finding
common ground for understanding
and agreement between diverse philosophies and religions. This problem
will be the central theme for a con£erence of philosophers to be held
under the auspices of UNESCO toward the end of this year.

This is an ambitious program.
The fact, however, that the nations which were represented at
the first UNESCO conference appropriated six million dollars for
another conference, seems to indicate that they are determined
to put the program into operation.

Cost of Living Has Reached
New High
States Bureau of
T LaborUnited
Statistics has computHE

ed figures which show the trend
in the purchasing power of our
dollar. On the basis of the average prices of some of our common food commodities, it was
found that between 1929 and
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1946 the price fluctuation was tremendous.
In 1929 the cost of the market
basket stocked with a few days'
supply for a small family was
$6.25. The same content of the
basket in 1933 when we had
struck the bottom of the depression cost but $3.26. By 1937 prosperity had well rounded the corner and we paid $5.18 for our
basket of supplies. With the outbreak of World War II in Eu.,
rope in 1938 we experienced a
recession of prices till the beginning of 1941. Then prices again
began to climb until 1943 when
stocking our same market basket
with the same kinds of food relieved us of $6.57. During the
next several years, because of governmental control, prices declined slightly until 1946, when
the removal of controls resulted
in a sky-rocketing which raised
the cost of our basket to $8.57.
When we consider the big
spending which the increased income of the average American
producer makes possible, we must
not lose sight of the correspondingly decreased purchasing power of our dollar. For example, let
us again turn to the market basket. The same amount and quality of goods which in 1937 cost
one dollar required an expenditure of $1.65 in 1946; or conversely, what cost $1.00 in 1946 was
purchased for 6oc in 1937.
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Inflationary prices have comparatively little effect when they
are accompanied by rising wages.
However, they create a definite
hardship for those whose wages
do not keep pace with the rise of
prices. An appreciable percentage
of our workers are affected by the
latter situation. For them especially the anticipated and prophesied price decline is a source of
hope for improved economic adjustment.

A Year of Plenty
the artificially created
food shortage during the
past year which caused people to
stand in long lines for a small
portion of fresh meat or to scramble almost riot-like for a bar of
soap, the year 1946 will stand recorded as an exceptional year of
plenty for America. Our leading
farm crops broke all previous
records. We raised 3.3 billion
bushels of corn which topped our
2.6 billion average. Our wheat
crop of 1.6 billion bushels was
37 per cent above average. Our
farmers also reached new highs
in their production of rice, potatoes, tobacco, and fruit.
When we consider the high
prices which the producers received, we will better understand
the fabulous figures to which our
national income attained during

D
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the past year. The income payments to individuals in 1946
reached 164 billion as compared
with 161 billion in 1945 when we
were still producing under pressure of war.
While America enjoys this
bounty, millions of people in other lands are starving and dying.
True, appeals for help from
abroad have not been unheeded
in our country. Nevertheless, it
is also true that we as a nation
have not as yet learned to share
our abundance with the needy in
other parts of the world. Wastefulness still characterizes our way
of life. We have still to learn to
deal our bread to the hungry. If
we do not wish to invite divine
displeasure, we should lose no
time in following the course toward which Scripture directs us:
"But to do good and to communicate forget not; for with such sacrifices God is well pleased."

Two Reveilles for

"Li~erals"

situations in the contemporary American political scene are more anomalous to
domestic and foreign observers
alike than the fact that Henry
Wallace and Theodore Bilbo are
members of one party while Harold Stassen and Robert McCormick are members of the opposing party.

F
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Hoping to see this horizontal
alignment replaced by a vertical
one, many such observers have
called for a reshuffling. After Mr.
Wallace left the cabinet and began his barnstorming tour of the
country during the fall campaign,
both "liberals" and conservatives
looked for the beginning of a
third party.
Perhaps it has already begun,
but the embryonic party seems
to be twins. Under Mr. Wallace's
leadership and with the support
of Orson Welles, ex-Mayor La
Guardia, Van Wyck Brooks, and
others, the former National Citizens P. A. C. and affiliated groups
have formed the "Progressive
Citizens of America."
On the other hand, the old
"Union for Democratic Action,"
headed by Reinhold Niebuhr, is
blending into the "Americans for
Democratic Action" with the added cooperation of men like Walter Reuther, Chester Bowles, and
Leon Henderson. The two groups
seem at present to differ chiefly
in the fact that the A. D. A. is
more explicit than the P. C. A.
in its repudiation of "any association with Communists or sympathizers with Communism in
the United States."
Whatever their political stripe,
many intelligent American citizens will view this trend hopefully; for if these and similar
groups succeed in developing a

I
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concrete program of political action, next year's presidential q.mpaign may well bring out a vote
not on party or personalities, but
on principles.
tfi'r~
~,.

Freedom of the Press

5

and radio broadcasting stations.
Excessive/! y large newspaper
chains could be broken up, or at
least discouraged, by taxation.
Monopolies on the news could be
effectively curbed by legislative
action.
We realize that the days of the
free press of Horace Greeley,
Frank Munsey, Adolph Ochs,
and James Gordon Bennett are
passed. Nevertheless a biased and
controlled presentation of the
news can and must be avoided.

of the fact that Fourth
of July orators, luncheon club
speakers, and congressmen •hail
freedom of the press as one of
our much vaunted bulwarks,
Americans are in distinct danger
of losing this precious boon.
It is more than disconcerting
to learn that ten states have not Southward Ho!
HE United States and Enga single city with competing daily
land have sent expeditions
papers, that twenty-two states are
without Sunday newspaper com- to the bleak regions of the South
petition, that one syndicate exer- · Pole. Australia is preparing to do
cises at least partial control over likewise. So are the Soviet Union,
3,000 weekly
newspapers, that South Africa, Norway, Argentina,
fourteen companies control twen- and Chile. Why? Are they on the
ty-five per cent of the nation's search for coal? Are they looking
daily circulation, and that there for gold? Do they hope to strike
are only 117 cities left in this free oil? Perhaps. But it would be difcountry where competing dailies ficult to haul coal or oil all the
chronicle and interpret the news. way from Antarctica to the UnitIf we are to preserve the fruits ed States, to England, to Ausof victory won in the Zenger tralia, to the Soviet Union, to
Case, and if the words of the First Norway, or even to Argentina
Amendment are to be understood and to Chile. Gold, of course,
in the sense which gives Congress would be much more attractive,
the power to preserve a free press, and, since one supposes that it
the American people may well would be discovered in far smallbestir themselves.
er quantities than coal or oil, the
It may be well to divorce by problem of transportation would
law the ownership of newspapers be less formidable. One has a

I
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right to guess, however, that the
explorers will try to nose out
uranium deposits; and uranium,
as everyone knows by this time,
is used in making the atom
bomb. At any rate, "there may
soon be more scientists in Antarctica," so says the Manchester
Guardian, "than there are seals
or penguins." Is an armament
race going on down in cold and
wind-swept Antarctica?

Afrikaans
have much in common with the many ways of
cooking potatoes, feeding the
pigs, and serving horseradish.
They come and they go. A few
years ago Winston Churchill gave
Basic English a powerful shot in
the arm, and for a time the
novel way of speaking and writing the English language seemed
to be perking up. It still has its
champions. Some are hot, some
are lukewarm, some are almost
cold. One ventures to predict,
however, that Basic-as its crusading protagonists would doubtless want it dubbed-will need
the good offices of more than a
legion of Churchills if it is ever
to have healthy blood flowing
through its delicate veins.
For some time Britain has
heard much about another language which has been rearing its

L
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head and gathering vigor within
the confines of the Empire. It is
Afrikaans. Where is it spoken?
In Africa, of course. In recent
months Afrikaans has attracted
much attention to itself because
the Princesses of Britain's ruling
house have been required to
study it in preparation for the
royal tour.
There is no risk in saying that
most Americans have never heard
of Afrikaans. It is one of the
two official languages of British
South Africa. The other, naturally, is English.
Many wide-awake Englishmen
have long been aware of the
emergence and the existence of
Afrikaans; but some of them may
have thought that it had been
fabricated by the South Africans
merely for the purpose of twisting the tail of the British Lion,
and others may have dismissed it
with a shrug of the shoulders as
utterly inconsequential. As a
matter of fact, Afrikaans has
been growing and developing for
more than two generations. It is
not confined to colloquial speech;
it has won for itself a place of
honor on the tongues of South
Africans in scientific and aristocratic circles. So far it has
brought forth no large amount
of literature; but it is still young.
Literature will come. Afrikaans,
as the formation of the name indicates, is compounded largely of

.I
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Dutch elements. In all probability, it has infinitely more innate
strength and health than Basic
English; for it has sprung up out
of the hearts and the souls of
those who use it.

Texas Education Again
EXAS

education moves from

T one crisis to another. If someone isn't claiming that Communism is being taught at the
fabulous State University, the
elementary and secondary school
teachers of the state are talking
of organizing their pathetically
poorly paid profession as part of
the C.I.O. or the A.F.L. If Frank
Dobie, colorful English professor
and popular folklorist isn't "nailing the hides of University Board
members to the barn door," the
students at West Texas State
Teachers College in the Panhandle town of Canyon are striking.
Texas education never has a dull
moment.
The current difficulty has its
source in a Houston mail carrier
by the name of Sweatt. Sweatt,
who happens to be a Negro, has
a bona fide college diploma. He
wants to be a lawyer. In preparing for that profession he desires
to study at the law school of the
University of Texas. As soon as
Sweatt presented his excellent

7

transfer of credits and application for admission to the U niversity of Texas, timid President
Painter, who is one of the nation's first class geneticists but is
definitely second class as an educational administrator, consulted
the Attorney General. In a
strange piece of legal reasoning
the Attorney General concluded
that Sweatt could not enter the
University. Sweatt took his case
to court. The court, possessing
sufficient clairvoyance to know
how the Supreme Court of the
United States would rule once
the case reached that tribunal,
ordered that a law school comparable in quality to that maintained at the University be set
up for Texas' colored citizens.
The judge offered an alternate
solution to the problem; if colored students would be permitted
to study law at the University
of Texas, a separate law school
would be unnecessary.
To date little has been done
toward the execution of the court
order. The terminal date set by
the judge for the establishment
of the separat~ law school is rapidly approaching. Texans who
are intelligent enough to appreciate the potentialities of this
crisis in Texas education are
awaiting the final hearing of the
case with considerable expectation.

A trip into the Ozarks when the
Missouri highways were not what
they are today.

A Memorable Trip
By w. G.

POLACK

I

the trip and also be pleasant company for us. Since our destination
was only 150 miles away, we did
not leave until after luncheon on
this Friday, and planned to be at
the cottage for supper, thinking
that we could easily make the
journey in five hours.
The first part of the trip was
indeed enjoyable and entirely uneventful. However, when we arrived at the town of Festus, we
found the highway closed off and
a detour sign, pointing in a direction which, according to the
road map, would take us through
the hill country. I had had no experience in driving a car in the
mountains, and therefore had no
conception of what such a mountain road might lead into. My
neighbor, although the detour
was through unknown country
also for him, did not anticipate
any difficulties. The first incident
that gave me pause and brought
the thought to my mind that we

the 13th! My neighbor
and I are not superstitious,
and so we had not given it any
thought that our contemplated
trip over the week-end was beginning on Friday, the 13th. It
was only when we drove away
from the house that his secretary
called out to us, "Good luck and
safe journey, even though it is
Friday, the 13th."
October, in our state, is perhaps the finest month of the year.
And so we had arranged to spend
the week-end at a cottage in the
Ozarks about 150 miles from our
city. My neighbor regularly spent
his summers there, and as I was
a newcomer in the state, he had
invited me to go along, thinking
perhaps that I would enjoy fishing in the little river that comes
down the mountainside past his
cottage. We had also decided to
take our young daughters along,
knowing that they would enjoy

F
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might run into trouble came after
we left the little town of Palmer.
The road suddenly came to an
apparent end; at least I saw only
a pasture on one side and a creekbed on the other. Thinking that
I had perhaps made a wrong
turn, I started to back the car
around. My neighbor, however,
said, "No, this is evidently the
right road."
"But I do not see any road,"
was my reply. "There it is on
the other side of the creek. You
have to ford this little stream,"
said my neighbor, rather nonchalantly. As I had seldom forded
a stream of any kind, I crossed
this one very carefully. My daughter Polly remarked gleefully to
her companion, Margie, in the
back seat, "Say, Marge, this is an
adventure. We can tell the other
girls about this when we get back
home." We were to find out before long that adventures of this
kind were to come thick and fast,
for from this point onward the
road began to wind in and out
of this creek continuously. The
girls kept tab on the number of
times we passed through it, till
the number reached over thirty.
This meant slow driving, as there
was hardly a half mile of good
road between fords. The shadows
of the evening were beginning to
lengthen, and, as I thought, ominously. We were still very far from

I
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our destination, having covered
perhaps less than half the way; if
this kept on, the prospects of
making up time seemed quite remote. About the time we had expected to be at our destination,
iWe found ourselves at a river of
startling width compared with the
creek. Now, fording creeks had
become a matter-of-fact thing by
this time, but fording a wide,
swift-running river was something
else again.
One of the girls suggested that
we turn back. It was already after
sunset, and the darkness in the
hills was falling fast. Still, when
I thought about returning in the
dark and fording our creek some
thirty times, the prospect did not
at all appeal to me. I felt that I
would rather take chances on the
unknown road ahead. Furthermore, others had forded this river,
why not we? Slowly and deliberately I guided the car into the
stream-bed and carefully directed
it toward the tracks dimly discernible on the other shore. As a
matter of special precaution I
turned on my headlights and the
spotlight. We passed through the
water of the river without difficulty, but just as I was pulling the
car up the steep bank on the
other side, the wire leading to my
spotlight began to blaze. A short
circuit had started at a most inopportune moment. The sudden
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fright as I grabbed the burning
wire and jerked it loose caused
me to spurt the car forward and
water flew up on the distributor
and killed the engine.
There we were-the rear wheels
in the water, the front wheels on
the bank, the car in such a position that I could reach shore
from my side by climbing over
the hood; but my neighbor was
unable to leave his seat without
stepping into the river. It was
nevertheless only a matter of a
few minutes till I had dried off
the distributor points and started
the motor again and was able
to drive the car on to dry land.
By this time it had become
pitch dark. We were in really
mountainous country, as we were
to find out directly, for the road
from this point went upward and
upward, till I thought we were in ·
the Rockies. There was no sign
of human habitation anywhere
along the route. We must have
covered some ten miles on this
upward climb, when we started to
go downward again. My neighbor, still studying the road map,
. / t h at we
soon gave me warnmg
were approaching another river.
He read from the directions:
"This stream is unfordable for
automobiles, but the hog-trough
bridge is perfectly safe."
"What is a hog-trough bridge?"
I asked.

"I haven't the slightest idea,"
replied my neighbor.
We were to find out soon
enough, for about fifteen minutes
later we arrived at this second
river, where I noticed that the
horse and wagon tracks led into
the river, but the automobile
tracks led to the left. There stood
the hog-trough bridge, which resembled the arrangement used at
the filling stations for oiling cars,
namely two horizontal tracks on
which one can drive his car in
order to lift it from the ground
to facilitate the changing of the
oil. This bridge was about the
same height, but longer, of course.
How long I could not tell, for it
was pitch dark. The two horizontal tracks extended across the
river.
Again the girls in the back seat
suggested that it might be better
to turn back. But I had no desire to climb the mountain again,
nor to re-ford the other river and
the creek. My neighbor said nothing till I had manipulated the car
around and had gotten it directly
in line with the incline that was
to bring us on the hog-trough. As
the car slowly moved forward and
we were finally rolling across the
black waters of the stream, · appar·
ently without any visible support,
my neighbor exclaimed,: "Isn't
this awful?" I thought so too. But
there was no way to go but for-

I
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ward, so farward we went, and
breathed a prayer of thanks when
we again had the solid roadbed
under our car on the other side.
"Now," said my neighbor, "we
have only about six miles to
Steelville, and no more creeks and
rivers to ford." So he laid the road
map aside and I speeded ahead.
We had hardly covered half the
distance to Steelville when to
my consternation another river
loomed up ahead of us in the darkness. My spotlight was out of
commission, but my headlights,
focused across the stream, revealed no roadbed on the other
side, only a large field in which
the cornstalks stood up like sentinels in the darkness.
"Here is where we stay till we
find out where the road is on the
other side, whether I must turn
up or down the river to find it,"
said I. This time no one suggested
that we turn back. No one cared
to cross the hog-trough again. So
there we sat. We lighted our
pipes, and waited. We had passed
no houses and therefore could
make no inquiries from any one
living nearby. Still we were in
good spirits; the night was pleasant, and worse things could happen to us than the prospect of
spending the night out there.
About fifteen minutes had passed
when I heard the familiar clatter
of a Model-T Ford coming to-
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ward us. Presently I saw the headlights of the car. It was valiantly
chugging its way through the
riverbed on our right. Then it
came up out of the water toward
us and whizzed by.
"I think we can risk it now,"
said I, starting the car. Down into
the water we went slowly, turned
to the right, and for perhaps 50
yards crawled along till we espied
the road on the other bank. It
was quite a relief, for we had
struck no holes and were none the
worse for our experience. A few
moments later we drove into
Steelville, and the clock in the little restaurant where we ate supper
told us it was eight o'clock. We
had traveled seven hours and had
covered only half of the distance
to our destination.
"From here on the road is
good," said my neighbor, as he
studied the road map, while we
were eating, "so we ought to get
to the cottage by ten o'clock."
We were not, however, to arrive
there by ten o'clock. There were
other experiences in store for us,
which were to make Friday the
13th still more memorable.
II
After enjoying the warm supper at the little wayside inn, we
proceeded on our journey and
found the road to Rolla delightfully different from that behind

)
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us. The spmts of the girls were
considerably improved after all
of the adventures that they had
experienced, and they regaled us
with songs, in which my neighbor
and I at times joined them. In
less than an hour we had covered
the twenty-five miles to Rolla.
The road map left us somewhat
uncertain about the road beyond
this little industrial city, so I inquired at the first filling station,
where the attendant assured me
that we would encounter no serious difficulties going out. "They've
just dragged the road today. You
know they are building the highway through here, and it may be
soft in a few spots, but you'll get
through all right."
Thus reassured, we left Rolla
a little after ten o'clock, but soon
found that the words of the attendant at the filling station had
been a bit on the optimistic side.
The road became extremely rough
and driving had to be very slow.
The farther we got along, the
damper the road became, and presently I found myself before a low
spot that seemed impassable. But,
as the ground beyond looked firm,
I proceeded to drive through the
swampy spot in low gear. It was
a terrific pull for the car, but at
last we were across. A little farther
on, however, the road became impassable. Taking out our pocket
searchlights, we explored the ad-

jacent territory and found that a
little side road, marked "detour,"
promised a way out. The s2ot was
the temporary camp of the road
construction gang, although it
seemed to be unoccupied, and we
surmised that, since it was Friday
night, the entire crew had gone
to spend the week-end at home.
The little detour road proved to
be much better than the one we
had just traveled, but before long
we were once more fording creeks
and following the road with some
difficulty. Then we began to climb
the hills again. I had a feeling
that we were not on the right
road, but saw no dwellings anywhere at which I might inquire.
Not wishing to make my neighbor
uneasy, I said nothing to him.
After we reached the top of the
rise and were once more on fair 1y
level ground, I saw a light in the
distance, and thought I would
stop to make inquiries regarding
the road. As I drew near the spot,
however, I changed my mind.
The light was from a huge bonfire which was blazing in an open
field about fifty yards to the right
of the road, and, as well as I
could determine from that distance, it seemed to be surrounded
by a half-dozen or more tramps.
Instead of stopping to ask about
the road, I thought it best to go
away from there as quickly as possible, as I figured that eleven
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o'clock at night was a poor time
to stop to speak to tramps in a
strange place. My neighbor felt as
I did about that. As I sped away,
a turn in the road showed a railroad running along the right side.
We had left Rolla with the railroad on our left and we had not
crossed it anywhere along the
route. It seemed strange, therefore, that it should now be on our
right.
"Perhaps it is a different railroad," suggested my neighbor.
"Suppose you look at the map,"
I replied. He did, and the map
showed only one railroad. But to
me it seemed to be a movable one
that would transfer itse,lf from the
left to the right side of the road
at will. We were thoroughly puzzled, and I felt quite relieved
when I saw the lights of a town
ahead of us. So, speeding up a
little more, we soon reached the
outskirts. As we did so it seemed
strangely familiar. I stopped the
car and we took a good look at
our surroundings, and then in
surprise looked at each other. It
was eleven o'clock, we had traveled an hour since our last stop,
and now we found ourselves back
in Rolla.
"Let me get .out here and inquire about the road," said my
neighbor, "unless you feel like
spending the night in the hotel
here."
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"No," I replied, "I have no desire to do that, if we can get out
of here on a road that will not
bring us back again. We ought to
be at our destination by midnight
even with all this time lost."
"All right, I'll inquire," was
my neighbor's answer.
After a few moments he returned and said, "The only road
out is the one we took before.
The man of whom I inquired insists that we took a wrong turn
so mew here, and therefore we are
back where we started."
The thought of going over the
same road again, through that
swampy spot at which my car had
almost been stuck, the thought of
those creeks, of the bonfire in the
desolate field surrounded by hoboes-all this was not very reassuring. However, determined to
go on, we were once more on our
way.
It was the same rough road, the
same swampy hole, the same little detour road, the same deserted construction camp, the same
winding creek that had to be
forded again and again, and the
same mountain that had to be
climbed. As we rode along we
peered into the darkness at every
turn to find some other road that
might lead us in the right direction. At every sign we climbed
out and scrutinized it carefully,
but to no avail. Just as we were
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half way up the narrow road of
the mountainside, I saw another
automobile coming toward us,
and breathed a sigh of relief. At
last, I thought, here is some one
who will help us out of our difficulty. We hailed the stranger,
who was alone in his car, and
thanked God that he did not take
us to be hold-up men, when he
stopped his car and listened to my
anxious question.
"You missed the road," he told
me. "At the construction camp a
piece back you will find another
road that leads to Hooker."
We thanked him profusely, and
after he had driven on I turned
the car around and retraced our
steps. Down the mountainside,
through the creeks again, and
finally, at the construction camp,
we found our long-looked-for
road. In the darkness we had
failed to notice that an unmarked
road passed through the clutter
of road machinery and deserted
tents in the other direction. It
was now midnight. There were
about twenty miles to go and the
road was excellent. So on we sped.
The girls were sound asleep in
the back seat and had been mercifully spared the anxiety of the
past hour or so. We reached
Hooker in about half an hour.
"Where is your cottage?" I
asked my neighbor, as we pulled
into this little village in the hills.

"We'll have to go down into
the valley from here," he said,
and pointed to a little road on the
other side of the immense bridge
that crossed the valley at this
point. Down we traveled slowly.
The road was narrow and a light
drizzle of rain and snow was falling. It was very dark, and I sorely
missed the use of my spotlight.
Down and down we dropped,
winding in and out of the foresr
and along fields covered with
cornstalks, till we began to skirt
a high cliff that rose on our right.
"The road becomes very narrow here," said my neighbor,
"and you had better drive carefully, for you have the river on
your left now."
I had not expected this information, and the danger of my
position impressed itself upon me
with some force. The road was
covered with a thick layer of
leaves, and these were now slippery with wet snow and therefore
a very insecure footing for automobile tires. The strain of having driven since noon was also
beginning to tell on me. So I
stopped the car and studied the
situation. Before me I could see
in the glare of my headlights that
the road made a slight rise. To
my right was the sheer wall of
the mountain. To my left was
darkness, but below I could hear
the rushing of the rapids in the
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river, and the cry of an owl somewhere in the forest added to the
eerie feeling slowly creeping over
me. What a situation to be in! I
happened to think of what my
neighbor's secretary had said, as
we left: "Don't forget that this is
Friday, the 13th." But, no, my
watch showed 12:30 a.m., so it
was now Saturday, the 14th.
Well, we could not stay where
we were. There was no thought
of turning back, for there was
only one way to go, and that was
forward. I now asked my neighbor to take his flashlight and walk
ahead of the car and flash his
light in such a way as to show
me how close I was to the dropoff into the river. Then, putting
the car in low gear, I proceeded
forward at, a snail's pace. Little
by little we advanced over the rise
in the road, down another incline, over an insecure bridge of
planks, down another incline, till
my neighbor signaled me to stop.
"Here we are," he said.
"Where is the cottage?" I asked.
He pointed to a spot about
sixty feet up the mountainside to
the right. The girls were awake
by this time, and, tired but thankful that we had reached our destination, we entered the cottage.
III

Our watches showed that it
was nearly one o'clock when we
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lighted the lamps inside. We were
thoroughly tired and anxious to
get to bed. But the beds had to
be made up first. So we opened
our duffel-bags and pulled out
the bedding we had brought
along. We began to feel the piercing damp cold of the mountain
valley, and so the girls were bundled up as warmly as possible in
their bedroom and were soon
asleep. With what was left of the
bedding and sweaters and coats
that had been carried along, my
neighbor and I made up cots for
ourselves in the two adjoining
bedrooms. Sleep, however, did not
come very rapidly. It was too cold
to sleep. I could not leave my
face outside of the bed covering.
The cold seemed to penetrate to
the marrow. I lay on my cot shivering, wide-eyed, with the events
of the afternoon and evening rehearsing themselves before my
mind and driving sleep still farther away. Several times I dozed
off after I had pulled the covers
over my head for warmth, but
was awakened again as the cold
struck my face, and. so the night
was spent. Long before the rays
of the morning sun penetrated to
our cottage on the mountainside
I was up and had made a warm
fire in the kitchen stove, put on
water for coffee, and made preparations for breakfast. My neighbor joined me as soon as he heard
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me stirring. He, too, had had a
more or less sleepless night. Fortunately, the girls had been warmly bedded and they were still
sleeping the sleep of healthy, carefree youth.
As soon as it became light I
went outside to reconnoiter. The
road on which we had come in
the darkness did not seem nearly
so treacherous in the morning
light. The air was fresh and clean
and brisk and the water of the
little mountain stream that passed
the cottage gave promise of successful fishing for the day. After
all, I was glad we had come. Returning to the cottage, my neighbor and I proceeded to prepare
the morning repast, taking turns
at shaving before the kitchen mirror while the coffee was cooking
and the bacon and eggs sizzling.
By the time we were ready to
serve the meal Polly and Margie
were up and dressed and eagerly
discussing their plans for the day.
Breakfasting together was real
fun, especially for the two girls,
who considered it an unusual distinction to have a meal prepared
and served by their daddies, and
afterwards they had great fun
watching the same daddies washing and drying the dishes and
straightening up the cottage.
The rest of this day was spent
outdoors. I got out my fishing
tackle and suceeded in catching

a few crappie and bass. The girls
and my neighbor in the meantime
took a hike through the woods,
found some chestnuts and hickory
nuts and otherwise enjoyed themselves. In the afternoon I checked
over my car in preparation for
our return trip the next day. The
weather was ideal, and I felt tha1
we would have no trouble return·
ing home, if it held out, as J
planned to start out early in the
morning so as to be sure to reach
home by daylight. To my consternation, however, a light, drizzling rain set in a.b out four
o'clock. As night came on it
rained harder.
After supper, while my neighbor went over to visit some acquaintances and the girls had
gone to bed in order to get a
thorough rest, I sat at the kitchen
fire, wondering about our return '
trip the next day. The patter-patter of the rain on the roof sounded ominous. The longer it rained
the more certain I became that
we could not attempt to retur~
by the way we had come, for I
knew that by morning all the rivers and creeks would be too deep
for fording. We would have to
find another way back, and we
had been told that we would
encounter highway construction
work at several points, which
would mean detouring over muddy roads. My neighbor returned
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about nine o'clock, and we
planned the next day's trip together, deciding to start out as
early in the morning as we could.
We were both aµxious to get back
home before dark, and, besides,
my neighbor had a lecture engagement for eight o'clock the
next evening.
The rain kept coming down.
The night was a repetition of the
preceding one. Sleep only came
in short naps, broken by the
piercing, damp cold and the insistent pattering of the rain
against the cottage roof. We were
up and preparing breakfast very
early, but by the time dishes had
been washed, the cottage put in
order, our duffel-bags filled, and
the car packed, it was nearly nine
o'clock before we started off. The
rain had turned to snow early in
the morning. Now the sun was
shining brightly. The mountainside trees and bushes were beautiful to behold, but the anxiety
about the roads ahead did not
permit us to appreciate fully the
scenic effects of the hill country
after a fresh snowfall.
I had not considered it necessary to put on tire chains before
starting out. The first leg of the
journey out of the valley to the
highway above convinced me that
chains would have to be put on
without delay. The danger of sliding off the narrow gravel road
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into the mud of the ditches was
too great. When we reached the
highway at Hooker, we stopped to
put on chains, whkh meant the
loss of a full half-hour in time;
but we hoped to make that up
afterwards. Nevertheless, traveling continued to be slow and
tedious. The gravel road was soft
and icy and slippery in spots,
turning and twisting through the
hills up and down in such a .manner as to make speed a side issue
and safety the first requirement.
By noon we came to the town
of Belle, 53 miles from our
starting point. It had taken us
over three hours. We still had
nearly one hundred miles to go.
We decided not to stop there for
lunch, but to go to the next town,
Bland, which was five miles farther. To our surprise we found
that the road leading out of
Belle was under construction.
In fact, I had never before seen
a road in such shape. It. was one
long ribbon of black, slimy, sticky
gumbo. There seemed to be no
other road leading out of Belle
and so there was nothing else to
do but to try to go through. As I
directed my car into this thick
mass, we simply skidded from one
side to the other in a way that
would soon have landed us in the
ditch.
Something was wrong somewhere. I stopped the motor and
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reluctantly stepped out into the
mud. The chain on my right rear
wheel was not there. I found it
wrapped around the axle. There
was nothing to do but to try to
put the chain back on. And what
a task that proved to be 1 My
neighbor walked back through
the mire about 200 yards to the
nearest house to get some boarps
so that we could jack up the car,
while I did what I could to remove the thick coating of frozen
clay from the wheel and the ice
from the chain, which I had in
the meantime unwrapped from
the axle. Putting on tire chains is
always a chore, but putting them
on under such circumstances was
almost heartbreaking. We were
both covered with mud from
head to foot before we were finished, and were so cold that our
teeth chattered and our bodies
shook.
In the meantime, however, several passing autoists had told us
about the condition of the road
ahead, and convinced me that farther progress that way was simply
out of the question. So after the
chain was back on the tire we returned to Belle, in order to wash
up and to find dinner before
going on.
By the time we were ready to
leave Belle, we had been told
of another possible way of getting
out, namely, by taking an old side

road. We had lost an hour and
a half by this time. It was 1:30
when we left Belle and 3: 15
when we came to Bland, five
miles away. They were five of the
worst miles of automobile travel
imaginable-five miles of traveling in low gear at a snail's pace,
lest one slide off into the ditch
to remain there; five slow, muddy, anxious miles that took nearly two hours to cover. Finally we
pulled in at a filling station in
Bland.
"Some road!" said I to the attendant. "It is bad," he answered,
"but you'll find better traveling
from here on.''
"I hope so," said my neighbor.
"We still have a hundred mile~
to go and I have a lecture engagement at 8 o'clock tonight. If we
make no better time than we have
so far, I'll never make it."
'Tm sure you'll make it without any trouble," was the attendant's encouraging reply.
So we set out with new hope,
only to find that the attendant's
words were far from true. The
next large town was seventeen
miles away, and they proved to be
the worst imaginable-seventeen
long miles of slimy, red clay,
seventeen miles either in low or
second gear, following ruts, made
by other cars, that ran from one
side of the road to the other in
desperate monotony. Another two
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hours elapsed and my neighbor
gave up all hope of making his
speaking engagement. At Rosebud
he sent a telegram calling it off.
From Rose bud, however, to
Union the road was much better.
We made up time and began to
think our troubles were at an
end. We had forded so many
streams, big and little, and
dragged through so much black
gumbo and red clay that we had
gotten used to the idea of moving
slowly and deliberately. We had
postponed supper till our arrival
at Union. About two miles from
that town more trouble suddenly
loomed up. As I rounded a curve,
we could see the lights of Union
in the distance and the girls let .
out a cheer, for they were anxious
to eat. As my eyes followed the
streak of the headlights, I saw
something ahead that looked like
water. I stopped the car at once
and got out. It was water, all
right. Plenty of it. It was the beginning of a new fill, which the
rain had turned into a sea of
mud; the road commissioners had
neglected to post any warning
lights. From all indications the
road was impassable. Then I saw
a light fifty yards ahead moving
toward us. I waited. Directly two
lights showed up behind the first.
Someone appeared to be guiding
an automobile through the morass, coming our way.
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"What are the chances of getting through here?" I inquired,
as the lights came within hailing
distance.
"No chance at all," was the reply out of the darkness. "There
are four cars stuck in there now,
and I have ruined my clutch
maneuvering myself out of the
mud."
Again our situation was cnt1cal. The man with the lantern
was a nearby farmer who had
been busy since dark trying to
give some sort of aid to the motorists who had strayed into this
muddy fill.
"Is there a way of getting
around this spot?" I asked him.
"Yes, there is a detour that
runs off the main road about a
half mile back. It is not a good
road but you can get through."
So we turned around, foun<l
the detour, and started for Union.
What a road that was! It led
through gullies and pastures and
mud. It took another ten miles of
travel on this until we finally got
to Union. One tire chain was lost.
We were tired and hungry. It was
nine o'clock. We still had fifty
miles to go.
IV
We had been on the road
twelve hours and my nerves were
very much on edge. The prospect
of another fifty miles before we
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would reach home was not at all
pleasing. We were too tired. However, we were also thankful that
we had not driven into the morass on the other side of Union,
where we would have been forced
to leave the machine in the mud
and probably have the additional
trouble and expense of getting
others to pull it out for us, with a
delay not of hours but of days.
So after partaking of some refresh men ts at Union, we started
out on the last lap of our journey.
The road map showed clear
sailing, but we had ceased to put
our trust in road maps. Indeed,
we should probably have been
disappointed if the rest of our
journey had been altogether uneventful.
As we left Union we found the
highway very rough. It was no
pleasure to bump along mile after
mile as tired and as nervous as
we were, but twenty miles went
by without difficulty or mishap.
The highway followed the ridge
of the hills, winding in and out, J
learned later, when I crossed on
the same highway during the day
time. It is very scenic, but the
scenery was lost to us in the darkness of the night, and we would
probably have been unappreciative anyway in our present state
of mind.
At the end of the first twenty
miles we were once more con-

fronted with a detour sign. We
turned off, following the arrow,
and began to descend into the
valley. The farther we went, the
rougher the detour became, but
we did not care any longer. I was
content as long as the wheels were
turning. And, fortunately, the
girls had fallen asleep and were
spared any further disturbance in
a sleep of complete exhaustion.
We were to learn another lesson on this detour, namely, that
rough roads, mud, ice, snow, and
fording streams, large and small,
were not the only dangers connected with highway travel. We
came to a fairly level stretch of
road. The hour was getting late,
and we had not encountered
much other traffic. Now, however,
I noticed an automobile coming
toward us at a rate of speed too
great for a detour. As the other
car came closer, to our consternation, we saw that one of the doors
on the side toward us was open
and swinging on its hinges. I
pulled my car over to the side of
the road as far as I could and
stopped, pressed hard the button
of my Klaxon, but the driver of
the other car paid no attention.
He came on at a breakneck speed,
closer and closer, his car swerving
from one side of the road to the
other, and there we sat helpless.
Both my neighbor and I finally
added our shouts to the noise of
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my horn, but the other car came
After taking us about ten miles,
on with unabated speed. A col- the detour now began to carry us
lision seemed inevitable. How- back to the highway. It was a
ever, just as he came up to us, continuous and nerve-wracking
the car swung over ~o that the climb up the steep mountainside
open door did no more than to for five miles. The road carried
scrape along the edge of my fend- us always just along the edge of
ers and running board. The im- the cliff. We had to drive slowly,
pact, however, brought the other and therefore mostly in second
driver to his senses, and he gear, and our eyes had to watch
stopped his car as quickly as he every turn, along the edge of the
could. I was thorough! y enraged drop. It seemed to me, after my
over what had happened, and fourteen hours behind the wheel,
jumped from my car, expecting as if I could no longer hold out;
to find the other driver drunk. I felt that at any moment I would
To my surprise, an elderly gentle- have to let go the wheel, and the
man in evening dress stepped result would have been a crash
from the other machine; the fiery down the mountainside. Never in
1Vords that were on my lips did all my life have I had a more
not come forth. I had not the trying experience.
heart to scold a man old enough
The highway, when we reached
to be my father. I merely said:
it, proved to be in excellent con"You came pretty close to dition. The detour had taken us
smashing us up. Didn't you know probably ten miles out of the
that your door was open?"
way, but the last twenty-five miles
The other man was full of till we reached our homes were
apologies, and stated that he had comparatively pleasant, even
been unaware of it, that he had though we were thoroughly worn
been driving along deep in out. Our anxious wives greeted us
thought. What was to be done at 12:30 in the morning of Monunder the circumstances? Noth- day, the 16th. We looked like
ing. My machine had not been ghosts, pale, haggard, tired; but
sufficiently damaged to warrant a we were thankful that we were
complaint, and on second thought otherwise safe and sound.
we could be duly thankful that
A memorable trip it was innothing worse h.a d happened. My deed. Sunday, the 15th, had been
neighbor and I lighted our pipes even worse than Friday, the 13th.
and rested a short while, and then But through it all, the everlasting
proceeded homeward.
arms had been our support.

THE

ASTROLABE
By

THEODORE GRAEBNER

--------------------------------------~·~---------------"ON BEING DONE GOOD"
One need not be a victim of
(§1} rheumatism to appreciate
the satire of Edward B. Lent's
"Being Done Good," published
by the Brooklyn Eagle some years
ago, yet even at that there are
enough sufferers who have experimented with all sorts of cures to
make a considerable audience.
The author, who records, or assumes to record, his personal experience, gave the "regular"
physicians a chance first.
"Of all the ill winds that blow
good to the doctors and the druggist," he observes after four years'
experience, "rheumatism is the
greatest. It is the most reliable
old pot-boiler that the doctors
have, and if anybody should really find a cure for it, the doctors
would be scared .to death." The
first doctor prescribed salicylic
acid, which in theory makes a

beeline for the spot and removes
the deposits of uric acid: "Practically, however, the acid destroys
the functions of the human stomach while en route to the back.
The net result of this treatment
is that your back is better, but
you can't eat for some weeks."
1
So the author clamors for what
plumbers call a "by-pass," a sort
of elbow joint to carry the salicylic acid or other dog poison
around the stomach. After a dark
brown taste had begun to appear
in his mouth, a stimulating outward treatment was begun in
the application of Spanish flies:
"These insects do not lose any of
their strength by being a long
time dead. They are about an
inch in length, with plumage as
brilliant as a potato bug's and
give forth a perfume quite as farreaching. The artful druggist
makes an ointment with the fly

£
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dust, and when this is placed over
the joint which has put the walking mechanism out of order, wonderful changes seem to take place.
Joint? Why it would animate an
opium joint." Still more efficacious is the cautery treatment
discovered during the golden age
of the Spanish inquisition. "The
most rheumatic victim becomes
spry. He does the czardas, the
hoochee-koochee, the can-can,
and the Highland fling, and accompanies himself with song."
Then mustard plasters are recommended as the great pain extractors, but internal dosing is not
discontinued, and diet is cut
down with Spartan rigor. One
may have spinach, parsnips or apples, but beware of potatoes, seedfruits or canned fruits. Then, on
the outside, comes cupping to
vary the monotony of the treatment: "The atmospheric pressure
forces all the way from one inch
to an inch and a half of prime
rib roast right into the vessel, and
all the time it seems as if the rest
of you were backing in after it."
The allopathic therapy as described does not seem monotonous, but the author in the
course of years came to find it so,
and began to waver in the faith.
Turkish baths made a living
skeleton of him. He desperately
risked his life with any patent
medicine that any one recommended. As he sagaciously re-
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marks, nearly any cure for rheumatism seems absurd to any one
who has not had the disease.
That is where the proprietors of
patent medicines find their opening-at the point where absurdities begin to seem more plausible.
One friend recommended a mysterious black powder, to be sprinkled inside the socks. It changed
the color of the feet, but had no
other conspicuous result. Another
had found that "the red onion is
Nature's own remedy for rheumatism." You "chop it fine, mix it
with a glass of water, and drink
it."

Inasmuch as no cure is specified, we may assume that the author's case was peculiarly obstinate. Neither raw silk underwear
nor aluminum soles (a tin shirt
was not tried) , nor patent electric shoes with copper . and zinc
plates to send a current up one
leg and down the other seemed
quite to meet the needs of his
complaint. He was disappointed
in an electric belt which in the
advertisement shoots out a real
aurora borealis of lightning. In
practice the electricity was absent. A real electric battery was
more stimulating, but no more
successful. Distilled water did not
come up to his expectations as a
remover of those mysterious deposits which insert themselves into the human hinges: "If anything, it seems to wet the hinges
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and rust them." A ring composed
of an alloy of certain me.tals
which is a lively combination of
heat and electricity; static or frictional electricity, which does not
accomplish much except to make
a man jump; homeopathy, which
produced no result except to
leave a black mark on the finger:
"The manufacturers would probably claim that to be a good
sign."
The unfortunate author tried
in turn the liver cure, the stomach cure, the hot spring cure,
osteopathy, the penetrative unguent cure, the orthopedic surgeon, cataphoresis; the patient
found stimulating to the imagination, Christian Science, to which
the habitual rheumatic common1y turns in about the third year,
personal magnetic treatment,
which left the patient feeling precisely as when he began, namely,
foolish, and also clairvoyance and
herbs to round out the four years'
course in physics and metaphysics.

SPOONERISMS
~ Stage fright is a disease from
~which not all experienced actors are free. What wonder, therefore, that it ravages the amateurs?
A particularly distressing case is
reported from New Orleans by a
writer in "Success." The Shake-

speare club of that city used to
give theatrical performances, notable for the local prominence of
the actors. Once, a social celebrity, with a gorgeous costume, as
one of the lords in waiting, had
only four words to say: "The
queen has swooned." As he
stepped forward, his friends applauded vociferously. Bowing his
thanks, he faced the king and
said, in a very high-pitched voice,
"The swoon has queened."
There was a roar of laughter;
but he waited patiently, and
made another attempt:
"The sween has quooned."
Again the walls trembled, and
the stage-manager said, in a voice
which could be heard all over the
house, "Come off, you fool!"
But the ambitious amateur refused to surrender, and in a rasping falsetto, as he was assisted off
the stage, he screamed, "The
quoon has sweenedl"
Spoonerisms, of course, are not
limited to the excitement connected with appearing before an
audience. A high school girl, telling her mother of the late victory
of their "eleven" on a very sloppy
football field, said: "And, mamma, what do you think? They
played in puds of muddle!" Her
mother laughed, and she hastily
said: "Oh, I don't mean that; I
mean they played in muds of
puddle!" Finding she was still
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wrong, she went still deeper by
declaring she meant to say "muddles of pud." Her mother finally
came to her rescue, and it was
agreed that the game was played
in puddles of mud. But somehow,
after the mixup, that doesn't
sound much nearer right than the
other. Suppose you try it after you
have read this. . . .
"How far is it between these
two towns?" asked the lawyer.
"About four miles as the flow
cries," replied the witness.
"You mean as the cry flows."
"No," put in the judge, "he
means as the fly crows."
And they all looked at each
other, feeling that something was
wrong.

~
FROM THE CHESTNUT TREE
~ The old Everybody's every
~month brought some whopping good stories in a department
entitled "Under the Spreading
Chestnut Tree." We followed
this department for many years,
preserving some choice examples
of American humor. Probably the
best in the entire collection is
a little story which was headed
''Needed Protection.''
A good Samaritan, passing an
apartment house in the small
hours of the morning, noticed a
man leaning limply against the
doorway.
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"What's the matter?" he asked,
"Drunk?"
"Yep."
"Do you live in this house?"
"Yep."
"Do you want me to help you
upstairs?"
"Yep."
With much difficulty he half
dragged, half carried the drooping figure up the stairway to the
second floor.
"What floor do you live on?"
he asked. "Is this it?"
"Yep."
Rather than face an irate wife
who might, perhaps, take him for
a companion more at fault than
her spouse, he opened the first
door he came to and pushed the
limp figure in.
The good Samaritan groped
his way downstairs again. As he
was passing through the vestibule
he was able to make out the dim
outline of another man, apparently in a worse condition than
the first one.
"What's the matter?" he asked.
"Are you drunk, too?"
"Yep," was the feeble reply.
"Do you live in this house,
too?"
"Yep."
"Shall I help you upstairs?"
"Yep."
The good Samaritan pushed,
pulled, and carried him to the
second floor, where this man also
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said he lived. He opened the
. same door and pushed him in.
As he again re:-i.ched the front
door he discerned the shadow of
a third man, evidently worse off
than either of the other two. He
was about to approach him when
the object of his solicitude
lurched out into the street and
threw himself into the arms of
a passing policeman.
"Off' cer," he gasped, "protect
me from that man. He's done
nuthin' all night long but carry
me upstairs 'n throw me down
th' elevator shaf."

UPS AND DOWNS OF THE
CLOTHING TRADE
~ According to the New York
Times, Henry Clews is telling a new story, which he says he
got straight from the Canal Street
district. A young jobbing firm,
the tale tells, overbought for the
fall trade. Their heaviest mistake
had been in a line of overcoats,
which it looked as if they would
have to carry over a season. Efforts to get cash for the stock were
fruitless, except at ruinous rates.
At last the firm went to an oldtimer in the trade for advice.
"Well," said the man of experience, "you've got a pretty
good list of customers. Just divide
the coats up into lots of thirteen

each. Send a batch apiece to some
of your sharpest customers, but
make out the bills for twelve.
They'll be so tickled to get one
coat for nothing that they'll take
'em all."
The scheme had been tried before the men met again. The oldtimer waited for his praise.
"Well, didn't they keep the
coats?" he asked.
"Yes," returned th€ jobber sad-·
ly, "One each. The one that
wasn't billed."
But it isn't all hard luck in the
clothing business.
A wealthy Jew had decided to
tak~ a long-contemplated vacation. With an eye to business, he
called his son to him ere his departure, and instructed him carefully and in detail how he wished
his affairs conducted.
"Now, Isaac," said he, "I vant
you to be very particular mit de
suits. I have regulated the price
this way: Every dot on the pricemark means a dollar. Von dot
means von dollar; two dots, two
dollars; three dots, three dollars.
Now, my boy, save the pricemarks,
and take good care of the store,
so your old father will be proud
of you!"
Arid so the old Jew went away
and stayed two weeks. Upon his
return he sought his son, eagerly.
"Vell, Isaac, and how has business been?"

I
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"Very good, father; I've sold
twenty-seven suits."
The aged Jew held up his hands
in amazement. "Twenty-seven
suits! 0 Isaac, how much money
did you get?"
Isaac showed a prodigious sum.
Again the old man lifted his arms.
"Votl all dis money, and nobody
come back?"
"No, father, nobody came
back."
"Isaac, you have saved the tags?
Give them to me."
Slowly and critically he examined the bits of pasteboard. Then
a great light illuminated his face.
"O Isaac," he cried, "thank God
for dose little flies!"

NURSERY TALE
£ The anxious mother rings up
(ii what she thinks is the day
nursery to ask for some advice as
to her child. She asks the central
for the nursery, and is given Mr.
Gottfried Gluber, the florist and
tree dealer. The following conversation ensues:
"I called up the nursery. Is
this the nursery?''
"Yes, ma'am."
''I'm so worried about my little Rose."
"Vat seems to be der madder?"

I

"Oh, not so very much, perhaps, but just a general listlessness and lack of life."
"Ain't growing righd, eh?"
"No, sir."
"Vell, I dell you vat you do.
You dake der skissors und cut off
apaud two inches vrom der limbs,
und-"
"Wha-a-at?"
"I say, dake der skissors und
cut off apaud two inches vrom der
limbs, undden turn der garden
hose on for apaud four hours in
der mornin-"
"Wha-a-at?"
"Turn der garden hose on for
apaud four hours in der morning,
und den pile a lot of plack dirt
all around, und shpringle mit insegt powter all ofer der top-"
"Sir-r-r?"
"Shpringle mit insegt powter
all ofer der top. You know usually it is noddings put pugs dot-"
"How dare you! What do you
mean by such language?"
"Noddings but pugs dot chenerally causes der troubles; und
den you vant to vash der rose wit
a liguid breparation I haf for
sale-"
"Who in the world are you,
anyway?"
"Gottfried Gluber, der florist."
"0-o-hl" weakly. "Goodby."

~
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AND MUSIC MAKERS
By WALTER A. HANSEN

h It will be profitable, I believe,
• . to continue the discussion of
that gifted egotist and master of
orchestral wizardry whose name
was Hector Berlioz.
Perhaps it is purely academic
and utterly useless to ask, "Did
Berlioz consider himself Beethoven's equal, or was he convinced
in his heart of hearts that posterity would look upon him as
Beethoven's superior?"
The verdict of history is inexorable. No one can reverse it.
Why, then, stir up a tempest in
a teapot?
Does Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique become a more important
work in the eyes of anyone merely
because its creator may have imagined that it was a greater composition than, say, Beethoven's
Fifth? Does the same reason cause
it to appear less significant?
Taste is unpredictable. More

often than not it is arbitrary and
inexplicable .
Beethoven's Fifth is played far
more frequently today than Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique.
Consequently, everyone will arrive at the thoroughly logical conclusion that it is infinitely more
popular. Still there are many concertgoers who are bored beyond
measure whenever they hear
Beethoven's Fifth. "The composition is hackneyed," they say. "It
needs a well-deserved rest. Bury it
for ten or fifteen years. Then revive it if you like."
Is it altogether illogical to suppose that some of those who find
Beethoven's Fifth boring would
jump for joy upon hearing the
second mov~ment of the Symphonie Fantastique? It is safe to
say that Berlioz' work, in its entirety, would bore them as decisively as Beethoven's; but it is by
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no means far-fetched to assume
that parts of the Symphonie Fantastique would move them to exclaim, "There, ladies and gentlemen, is a master in the true sense
of the word! Berlioz was greater
than Beethoven!"
You and I know that such a
verdict would be warped-hopelessly warped; but we cannot run
away from the fact that the world
is brimful of warped verdicts.
Wolfgang Robert Griepenkerl
once declared in all seriousness
and in the white heat of boundless enthusiasm that Berlioz was
worthy of being placed alongside
Beethoven. "But who," you will
ask, "was Wolfgang Robert Griepenkerl?" Well, he was a German
writer on music who lived from
1810 to 1868. His novel entitled
Die Beethovener attracted widespread attention. In a letter to
August Wilhelm Ambros (18161876), a Czech musicologist, historian, and composer, Griepenkerl stated, "It is the task of the
criticism of today to place Berlioz
alongside Beethoven. In three
years there will no longer be any
doubt about the matter." These
fulsome and positive declarations
came from Griepenl¢rl's penand, incidentally, from his brain
-in the year 1846. Eduard Hanslick quotes the letter in his fascinating essay on Berlioz.
As a matter of fact, there was a
time when Berlioz music was re-
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ceived in Germany with much
more enthusiasm than it stirred
up in France. Griepenkerl was by
no means the only critic who sang
hymns of excessive adulation to
the composer of the Symphonie
Fantastique. Even Robert Schumann had been carried away. Later on, however, he changed his
opinion.
Naturally, Berlioz lapped up
the praise. This was understandable. He was a human being. In
addition, he was an egotist. Besides, he had struggled long to
achieve any recognition whatever.
His parents were filled with horror when, as a young man, he told
them that he had determined to
forswear medicine for music. On
one occasion his mother, who
abominated the very thought of
anything as closely connected with
the theater as music, said to him,
"Go! dishonor your name, kill me
and your father with sorrow and
shame! I am leaving the house.
You are no longer my son; I curse
you!" Mother Berlioz actually ran:
away. When Hector and his father found her, she turned her back
as soon as she saw them.
Berlioz Takes an Oath
f\ While studying music Hector
,;· suffered hunger and many
other hardships. He was determined to become a great composer. The first opera he ever
heard was Antonio Salieri's Les
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Danaides. It intoxicated him.
When he came under the spell
of Cluck's Iphigenia in Tauris,
his enthusiasm knew no bounds.
Then and there he took an oath
that he would become a musician
in spite of father and mother,
uncles and aunts.
It was not Berlioz' aim to acquire fame as an instrumentalist.
No, he wanted to be a composer.
He gained some proficiency in
playing the flageolet and the guitar; but, although he never became a performer of any distinction whatever, he managed, by
dint of enthusiasm and hard
work, to learn so much about the
resources of the individual instruments that make up the one huge
instrument which is called the orchestra that his skill in the field
of orchestral magic and his Treatise on lnS1trumentation were
epoch-making.
Berlioz idolized Beethoven. As
time went on, his own keen-wittedness made it clear to him that
he had learned to write for the orchestra with cleverness far greater
than that which the composer of
the nine symphonies had been
able to acquire. Consequently, it
was entirely natural for him, egotist that he was, to give ear attentively and sympathetically to
an inner voice which, as one has
a right to suspect, kept saying to
him, "Maybe you are even greater
than the great Beethoven." This

did not detract from the respect
he had for Beethoven's genius. As
a matter of fact, it intensified the
veneration. Why? Because by intensifying his own admiration of
Beethoven he could easily intensify his admiration of himself.
Such is the way of egotists.
When Berlioz was music critic
for the Journal des Debats, he
often found it necessary to bestow
praise where, in his opinion, it
was utterly undeserved. Sometimes he tried to express his actual convictions between the lines;
sometimes circumstances made it
expedient for him to be downright hypocritical. Once he wrote
to a friend:
I wish you could hear the new opera by Billeta, the famous English
piano teacher. Don't believe a single
word of the mighty praise which my
feuilleton, written today, contains
about it. On the contrary, I had to
force myself even to write about it in
a quiet manner.

In the Journal des Debats Berlioz called Meyerbeer a great master; but in his Memoirs he speaks
slightingly of the man.
There were times-many times
-when Berlioz dipped his pen in
black venom. He could not abide
the presumptuousness of those
who tampered with the scores of
Gluck, Beethoven, and Carl Maria von Weber; nor could he endure the music of Richard Wagner.
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Did the famous master of orchestral sorcery ever think that
the German critics who lauded
him to the skies did not actually
believe what they wrote about
him? Undoubtedly not. Convinced
as he was of his own towering
greatness as a composer, he evidently concluded that there could
be no extravagant adulation of
the one and only Berlioz. Schumann and men like Griepenkerl
fed his ego-fed it almost to the
bursting-point. And when Paganini told him in a letter, "Beethoven is dead, and Berlioz alone
can revive him," his measure of
joy was full to the very brim. Besides, Paganini had seen to it that
Berlioz received the sum of 20,000
francs at a time when the composer was sorely in need of financial aid.
The 20,000 Francs Again

1\ Let us look once more at that
;· gift of 20,000 francs. Some
scholars, as I pointed out last
month, believe that Paganini,
stingy though he was, steeled himself to donate the money to the
composer of Harold in Italy; others suspect that the renowned violinist was merely an intermediary
for someone who wanted to remain unnamed. Ferdinand Hiller
(1811-1885), the German pianist,
wrote in his K ilnstlerleben that
Rossini had told him:

I.~
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Armand Bertin, the wealthy, powerful owner of the ] ournal des Debats, had heard from Berlioz himself
of the fanatical enthusiasm of the
famous violinist, and, since he loved
the genial Berlioz, he suggested to
Paganini that, without cost to himself, he acknowledge himself as the
spender of the named sum. Paganini
did as was demanded of him. "Is that
really true, possible, believable?" I
asked Rossini. "I know it," rejoined
the maestro, with the firm earnestness which was no less becoming to
him than the playful humor in
which he took pleasure most of the
time. There is no doubt that this
fact was known to many others.
Others may doubt it. I am convinced
of its truth.

Thus spoke Hiller. At all events,
Berlioz received food for his ego
and, what is more, food for his
stomach and inspiration for the
Romeo and Juliet Symphony.
Maybe Berlioz did the world of
music a good turn by being an
egotist; maybe he accomplished
infinitely more by being excessively enamored of himself than
he could have done had he been
a modest soul. Who knows?
Berlioz and Beethoven were as
far apart as the poles; yet in the
overture to the unfinished opera
Les Francs ] uges (The ] udges of
the Secret Court) .there is a delightful little melody which, to
my thinking, is strikingly Beethovenian in character. Les Francs
]uges was composed in 1827;
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but Berlioz had used the little the learned English writer, detune in a quintet which he wrote clares, however, that
when he was only twelve and a no one who has any independent
half years old. The quintet went power of following Shakespeare as
the way of all flesh; but, says Ber- · drama and Berlioz as music will waste
lioz in his Memoirs,
five minutes over the attempt to conit is a remarkable fact that long
afterwards, when composing my first
orchestral work in Paris, the phrase
... came back to me, and I embodied
it in my new composition. It is the
melody in A flat major given out by
the first violins soon after the beginning of the Allegro in the Franc
]uges overture.

Listen to the overture to Les
Franc ]uges as played by the
B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra under Sir Adrian Boult (Victor Album 803). Maybe you will agree
with me; maybe you will declare
that I am flattering Berlioz by
thinking that the little melody I
have mentioned smacks of Beethoven.
Berlioz' King Lear Overture,
op. 4, is included in the album
of discs to which I have referred.
Does it tell us anything at all
about King Lear? The King of
Hanover thought so. He t<;>ld the
composer that as he listened to
the music he was able to trace
every scene of Shakespeare's tragedy: "the entrance of the king
into the council-chamber, the
storm on the heath, the terrible
prison scenes, and the laments of
Cordelia." Donald Francis Tovey,

nect Berlioz' King Lear with Shakespeare's.

Berlioz lauded Mendelssohn
and stated that his German contemporary had "an enormous,
extraordinary, wonderful talent";
but Mendelssohn, in turn, had no
fondness whatever for the music
of the Frenchman. How delighted
the composer of the Symphonie
Fantastique would have been had
his music been praised by Mendelssohn, who had written incidental music for A Midsummer
Night's Dream, a play by Shakespeare, whom Berlioz idolized no
less than he idolized Beethoven!
In a letter to a friend in Paris,
Berlioz moans because Mendelssohn "had never said a single
word about my symphonies and
my Requiem."
Berlioz died in the firm belief
that in his own country he was a
prophet without the honor he so
richly deserved. He knew, however, that in Germany many of
the leading spirits set great store
by his music. Shortly after his
death the situation was reversed.
Then-particu1arly after the
Franco-Prussian war - a pronounced Berlioz cult sprang up
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artist who concerns himself with that which is

typical and indigenous, Dorsetshire will always be

fascinating.
Nothing will hold the attentiOn of a real artist more
than the towers of the parish churches. It has been truly
said that the towers of Dorset and those of Somerset are
in a class by themselves. Although these towers all follow
certain traditions so that the type is unmistakable, yet
each one bears the mark of fresh, direct inspiration, ancl
within the type the number of individual variations is
amazing. In nine cases out of ten they measure at the
base, exclusive of buttresses, fifteen feet. Some of the
larger towers have a faintly larger base, but these are the
exceptions. Occasionally one sees the buttresses arranged
diagonally on the corners, but most of the time there arc

two buttresses on each face.
In the [o\lowing pages we picture some of these delight·
ful towers of Dorset

~s they were caught in photographs

by Mr. and Mrs. W. Pope Barney at various times cluring

their many visits
;\DALBERT

R.

to

Dorsetshire.

KRETZMANN
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Beaminster
Note the dainty battlements crowned with pinnacles and a weather-cock.

I

Sydling St. Nicholas
Note the absolute rightness of line and of dignity which is achieved by simplicity.

Bere Regis
This is regarded as one of the most perfect churches in the whole country. Its
exterior is interesting because of rather irregular checker-board stone and flint.

Bere Regis
Interior of the church at Bere Regis. Note the
richly carved and multicolored timber roof.

Kingston Magna
Kingston Magna is famous for its vigorous power
and the odd shape of its exterior tower stairway.

_ _ _ _ _,J

I

Lych Gate, St. Mary's Church, Pulborough, Sussex
These were the gates leading to the graveyards. Therefore the name.

The Old Gate Tower, Benedictine Abbey, Cerne Abbas
This is said to be the gatehouse of an Abbey founded, some say,
in the time of St. Augustin; some, in the ninth or tenth century.
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in France while the Germans became cooler and cooler toward
his works. Today the world at
large honors him as an important
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path-finder in the field of orchestration, not as one of the greatest
composers and assuredly not as a
Beethoven.

(TO BE CONTINUED]

RECENT RECORDINGS
Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra. William Kapell, pianist, and the Bosfon Symphony Orchestra under Serge Koussevitzky.-In the past few years it
has become almost a habit to associate William Kapell with Khatchaturian's engrossing piano concerto. With the able assistance of Dr.
Koussevitzky and Boston's great orchestra the young pianist gives an
exemplary performance of the
work. Khatchaturian has based his
concerto largely on Armenian folk
music and has succeeded admirably
in adapting oriental elements · to
occidental modes of expression.
Victor Album io84.

ARAM KHATCHATURIAN.

Bach Arias.
Marian Anderson, contralto, with
the RCA Victor Chamber Orchestra
under Robert Shaw. Assisting artists are Robert Bloom, oboe and
oboe d'amore, and Joseph Fuchs,
violin.-Miss Anderson, one of the
truly great artists of the present
time, sings five Bach arias with
soul-stirring beauty. The selections
are: Kreuz und Krone (Pain and
Sorrow), from the Cantata No. r2;
Jesus schlii.ft, was soll ich ho'ffen?
(Jesus Sleeps, What Hope Remain-

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH.

eth?), from the Cantata No. Br;
Zum reinen Wasser (To Living
Waters Bright and Clear), from the
Cantata No. rr2; Bereite dich,
Zion (Prepare Thyself, Zion), from
the Christmas Oratorio; and Erbarme dich (Have Mercy, Lord),
from the St. Matthew Passion. Victor Album 1087.

venezuela
(Barbados Sailor's Song); Go Away
from My Window (old English);
Molly Malone (old Irish); If I Had
a Ribbon Bow (old English); The
Old Woman (early American); The
Ballad of Barbara Allen (old English); A Mighty Ship (Norwegian);
Jennie Jenkins (early American);
My Love Is Like a Red, Red Rose
(old English); and The Soldier and
the Lady (old English). Susan Reed,
ballad singer, with zither and Irish
harp accompaniiltent.-A valuable
album both for those who are
looking for entertainment pure and
simple and for those who are interested in the study of folk music.
Victor Album 1086.

FOLK SONGS AND BALLADS.

WAGNER. Prelude . to Die
Meistersinger. The NBC Symphony Orchestra under Arturo Tos-

RICHARD
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canini.-Toscanini gives a thrilling
reading of one of the most magnificent overtures ever written. Victor disc 11-9385.

Leopold Stokowski.-These compositions are played with entrancing
beauty of tone. Victor disc u-9419.

UMBERTO GIORDANO. The Enemy of
His Country, from Andrea Chenier.
GIACOME MEYERBEER. Adamastor,
King of the Depths, from L'Africaine. Robert Merrill, baritone,
with the RCA Victor Orchestra under Jean Paul Morel.-Both the
voice and the delivery are excellent. Victor disc 11-9384.

RICHARD WAGNER. Waldweben (Forest Murmurs), from Siegfried. The
Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski.Stokowski gives a vivid reading of
this wonderful painting in tone.
Victor disc 11-9418.

HENRY PURCELL. Trumpet Prelude,
freely transcribed by Leopold Stokowski. JosEPH HAYDN. Eighteenth
Century Dance, freely transcribed
by Stokowski from the Quartet in
F, Op. 3, No. 5. The Hollywood
Bowl Symphony Orchestra under

GEORGE GERSHWIN. Prelude No. 2.
DARIUS MILHAUD. lpanema, Sumare, and Laranjeiras, from Saudades do Brasil. Artur Rubinstein,
pianist.-Gershwin's prelude is a
little masterpiece, Milhaud's tidbits
are fascinating, and Rubinstein's
pianism is of the highest order.
Victor disc 11-9420.

READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the Staff

A Neglected Master

authentic life story of the great composer. He is sure that there is need
of "a renascence of Handel." He
asks:

HANDEL. By Herbert Weinstock.
Alfred A. Knopf, New York. i946.
326 and XLIII pages. Illustrated.
$s.oo.

How long must we look sharply to
find one small, ·hopeful sign that those
who control the programs of public
music will offer us the whole variegated
and wonderful repertoire of vocal, instrumental, choral, and operatic music
that lies-some of it unheard for more
than a century-in the volumes of the
Gesellschaft and other editions of Handel?

ONE'S acquaintance with the
works of George Frederic Handel
is bounded on the north by more
or less theatrical presentations of The
Messiah, on the south by the ubiquitous distortions of the Largo from
Serse, on the east by one or two Concerti Grossi, and on the west by the
Dead March from Saul or by a selection or two from the Wat er Musick, it is in a sorry state. Naturally,
it is good to know even a few compositions from the famous master's
fertile pen; but why is the knowledge
of Handel's music so pitifully meager
today? Handel was, and is, one of
the strong men of the tonal art; he
was, and remains, a major prophet.
Herbert Weinstock, who, a few
years ago, wrote an important biography of Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky,
has studied the career and the works
of Handel with exacting care and, as
a result, has given to the world an
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How long indeed? Most of those
who build and present programs seem
to be in mortal fear of their own
shadows; most of those who attend
concerts appear to look with horror
upon anything that departs from
well-beaten paths. Consequently,
many composers living in our own
time never hear their works performed, and many a fine composition
which came into being in days long
since gone by lies buried in oblivion.
Years ago there was a rebirth of the
music of Johann Sebastian Bach.
How long must we wait until a similar re-awakening of the masterpieces
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of Handel takes place? When it happens,
his whole voice will break on the musical world at once familiar and new,
one of the most majestic, tender, and
human voices ever lifted in praise of
life, of love, of beauty, and of the art
of music.

A widespread circulation of Mr.
Weinstock's excellent biography will
do much to bring about a resurgence
of much of Handel's long-forgotten
music. It could not accomplish this
purpose if it were one of those dryas-dust compilations of facts, figures,
and conclusions which burden the library shelves and, because of their
dullness, frighten readers away instead of inviting them. Heaviness is
not, and should not be, the handmaiden of true scholarship. As a matter of fact, the best learning is that
which begets learning by showing in
a fascinating way just how fascinating the best learning can be.
Handel the man and Handel the
composer come to life in the pages of
Mr. Weinstock's book. His struggles
and his triumphs, his faults and his
virtues, pass in review before the eyes
of the reader. Besides, there are vivid
descriptions of the times, the circumstances, and the places in which the
great man of music lived and worked.
In order to deal properly with Handel as a composer of operas it was
necessary for the author to trace in
detail the history of that type of
composition from the days of Monteverdi to the age of Mozart. He does
so with superb skill and far-reaching
knowledge. In like manner he outlines the development of the oratorio. He writes brilliantly about

eighteenth-century London, the city
in which Handel, to use words quoted by Dr. Charles Burney, "did bestride our musical world· like a Colossus." He discusses Handel as a creature of his times, as a man of the
world, and as a master who created
beauty for all ages.
Since it has been charged again
and again that plagiarism was by no
means one of Handel's minor faults,
Mr. Weinstock examines the accusation in the light of actual evidence
and concludes:
Handel did borrow. So did Bach and
Shakespeare. They nearly always not
only improved beyond recognition what
they took, but more often than not
saved it from complete and eternal obscurity. It has never been claimed that
Handel took a whole piece, as Bononcini did, and passed it off entire and
alone as his own work.

The whole book breathes erudi·
tion and sympathetic understanding.
Although the literature about Handel is abundant, it is not so copious
that there is no need of a volume as
searching, as authoritative, and as illuminating as Weinstock's Handel.

Shattered Continent
KAPUTT. By Curzio Malaparte

Translated from the Italian. E. P.
Dutton & Co., New York. 1946.
407 pages. $3·75·
who was an Italian
war correspondent, saw the war
M
from behind the Axis lines, especialALAPARTE,

ly in Poland, Romania, the Ukraine,
and Finland. For speaking his mind
too freely, he was repeatedly imprisoned in Italy and once was even de-
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ported to the island of Lipari. After
the invasion of Italy he served for
over two years as liaison officer with
the American forces.
The purpose of Kaputt is to convey an impression of what presentday Europe is: a continent that is
kaputt-"broken , finished, gone to
pieces, gone to ruin," a pile of rubble physically and morally. This impression is not built up through connected description or narrative, but
through a series of episodes, in the
framework of which the author recounts what purport to be previous
experiences of his during the war.
There are stories within stories, somewhat after the fashion of the Arabian
Nights. There is an account of the
pogrom at J assy, of a visit to the
Warsaw ghetto, of the life of Jewish
girls forced into a brothel at Soroca
on the Dneister, of strange goings-on
in Finland, the Ukraine, and Yugoslavia. It all adds up to a dark phantasmagoria of brutality, inhumanity,
and decadence.
The author pronounces his book
"a horribly gay and gruesome" one.
Of horror and gruesomeness there is,
indeed, a surfeit, and what there is
of gayety is likewise gruesome. Portions of the book are, however, gripping in their sweep and intensity. At
times Malaparte seems to dwell on
disgusting and revolting details almost lovingly. He would probably
admit quite readily that he has himself developed a morbid, almost psychopathic, slant on life. As a result
there is a feverish, fantastic, extravagant quality in much that he writes.
In his preface Malaparte closes on
a somewhat hopeful note. He prefers
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the ruined Europe of today to that
of yesterday because now that the old
and decrepit has been swept away
there can be a new start toward the
inauguration of a new era. But nowhere does he point out spiritual resources that might avail to build a
better future. So far as we can see he
knows of none, certainly not from
the side of religion. He appears to
look at the world with amoral and
areligious eyes, though he speaks of
himself as a Christian, evidently a
Catholic, and though the thought of
Christ seems to haunt him. Again
and again he refers to Him, but always in a way that, to an earnest
Christian, must appear irreverent and
degrading, if not downright diabolical. Yet our impression is that he
does not wish to vilipend the Savior but that he simply knows no better, that his knowledge of the Christian faith and hope is as corrupt and
decadent as the Europe of which he
writes.
The clearest indication of this fact
appears in his last chapter, entitled
"Blood," where he is evidently trying
to find a basis, though it be a tenuous one, for the hope of better days
to come. And what has he to offer?
The scene is bomb-blasted Napl es.
A rumor has spread through the city
that the two vials at the Duomo
which contain the "mi;raculous" co·
agulated blood of San Gennaro have
been destroyed. From all sides the
people stream toward the Duomo,
weeping and trembling, crying, "'O
sangue!" At last a priest appears and
announces that the vials are safe.
The immense crowd weeps for joy:
"high hope filled everyone's heart, as
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if no single drop of blood would ever
drip again on the thirsting earth."Is that the best Malaparte can offer
to a ruined Europe? Not the atoning
and sanctifying blood of the Son of
God, but the hocus-pocus of the
blood of San Gennaro! Is that the
sort of thing on which Italy must depend for its rebirth? Then it is indeed in desperate straits, for such
"Christianity" is hopelessly, irretrievably, completely kaputt.

with his conclusions; but it would be
sheer folly for adversaries to underrate the fine quality of the steel of
which his blade is made.
Mr. Sheean took the title of his
latest book from William Shakespeare's King Richard II. Man is
constantly at loggerheads with man.
The world in which we live is full of
riches, and from time immemorial
nations have fought one another for
the possession or the control of those
riches. Furthermore, there has always
been a struggle for leadership-for
Man Against Man
what the historians are wont to call
THIS HOUSE AGAINST THIS
HO USE. By Vincent Sheean. Ran- hegemony.
World War II has not changed hudom House, New York. i946. 420
man nature. It has not done away
pages. $3.50.
with man's greed and lust for power.
INCENT SHEEAN is more than a Some nations have been decisively
reporter, more than a news ana- defeated; others have won decisive
lyst. He possesses all the ability a , victories. Today, for example, the
capable reporter must have and all United States of America and the
the sharpness of vision that must go Soviet Union are conquerors. They
into the making of a competent ana- have won leadership. Their tenets,
their policies, their aims, and their
lyst of the news: but, over and above
all this, he is a historian, a philos- actions can shape the course of hisopher, and an artist. Some reporters tory for a long time to come. Will
and news analysts write exceedingly they base their thoughts and their
well. One reads their articles and doings wholly on greed and selfishtheir books, not merely for the pur- ness? Will they persist in setting this
pose of getting information but also· house against this house? The Rusto take pleasure in the vividness of sians, says Mr. Sheean, must learn to
the style. Mr. Sheean gives informa- understand that "we are free born."
tion in sharply etched prose, and he We, in turn, must learn to know
expresses his views with razor-like "the supreme value they put upon
keenness; but, in addition, he charges their own system." Then, he conhis writing with an unusually rich cludes, "it should be possible for two
fund of learning and culture. At views of society to share the same
times there is limpid beauty in his world, however shrunken it may be,
sentences; at times briskness and so long as peace and production are
ruggedness are the salient charac· the resolute purposes of both." The
teristics of what he says. One may only alternative, thinks Mr. Sheean,
disagree emphatically now and then is the risk of extinction; for "the
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point of development at which we
now stand is one in which the most
extreme disaster has come within the
range of possibility: the end of life
on this star."
This House Against This House is,
in more than one sense, a continuation of previous volumes from Mr.
Sheean's brilliant pen. In Personal
History, which dealt with significant
trends and events after World War I,
he spoke trenchantly about the signs
of what seemed bound to come. In
Not Peace But a Sword he wrote
graphically about the civil war in
Spain and concluded that the blood
in the Ebro was fl.owing into the
Thames. In Between the Thunder
and the Sun he showed that the second world-holocaust was a natural
and logical outcome of what had
gone before and told in a vivid manner about some of the phases of the
camstrophe that was shaking the
earth to its very foundations. In This
House Against This House he continues his discussion of aspects of
World War II, analyzes the causes of
the disaster, and expresses his views
on how to make a peace that will
last.
Mr. Sheean is not an armchair reporter; he is not a desk analyst. He
was in the thick of much that happened during the recent war. He saw
the fighting men in action; he saw
the horror and the sense of futility
that gripped men and women in
many places as the orgy of destruction and bloodshed pursued its
course. Shortly after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor he became an
officer in the intelligence branch of
the Army Air Forces. He was in

North Africa, in Sicily, and in Italy.
He went to China, to Burma, and to
India. After the invasion of the European continent he was with our
men from the Battle of the Bulge to
the collapse of the Third Reich.
Mr. Sheean returned to this country in time to be present at the San
Francisco Conference, where an organization was formed for the maintenance of peace in the world. He
does not believe that the establishment of the U.N. has brought about
a new earth but he does believe that
it has an extremely good chance, much
better than the League did, of creating
normative principles of behavior, standards from which a departure would
entail certain penalties and would at
least constitute defined aberration.

Great Jurist
BRANDEIS: A FREE MAN'S LIFE.
By Alpheus Thomas Mason. The
Viking Press, New York. 1946. 713
pages. $s.oo.
HE

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY, Wal-

T tham, Massachusetts, is scheduled

to open its doors sometime in the latter part of 1947. Professor Mason's
magnificent, scholarly study is a model of what a biography should be.
And Justice Brandeis has beerl dead
only a little over five years. Surely
he has fared better in regard to a
memorial and a personal history than
his colleagues and friends, the late
Justices Holmes and Cardozo, who,
with him, form the triumvirate of
judicial giants in recent American
history. What promises to be a definitive biography of Justice Holmes
is now in preparation; there is no
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news of a prospective biography
worthy of the great Cardozo; the
only story of the life and career of
Brandeis we shall probably ever need
is here.
Professor Mason's fir~t book on
Brandeis appeared in 1933· (Brandeis: Lawyer and Judge in the Modern State.) For that work and this
he had the privilege of studying his
subject at first hand until the death
of Brandeis in October, 1941. The
author had the use of personal letters and private papers of the last
justice, as well as the indispensable
cooperation of his friends and relatives. All of these advantages plus
Professor Mason's patient scholarship, painstaking research, and uncomplicated prose have resulted in
what is surely one of the most distinguished biographies to appear in
many seasons. It is worthy of Brandeis, and that is high praise .i ndeed.
The whole fascinating story is
here: the early years in Louisville;
the impressionable years at Harvard;
the famous legal battles involving
the Boston street car system, the Massachusetts savings bank life insurance, the New Haven Railroad, and
the United Show Machinery Company-all cases "affecting the public
interest"; and finally the crowning
glory on the United States Supreme
Court ("Holmes and Brandeis dissenting").
Through it all the justice appears
not so much as a St. George with a
spear, but as a Lohengrin with a
briefcase, come to save the innocent
from the avaricious. This briefcase,
incidentally, was usually filled with
the most unlikely and unlegal pa-

pers: balance sheets, price indices,
and governmental statistics, all of
which became familiar parts of the
famous "Brandeis brief."
Brandeis was a "liberal" and certainly not a "radical" within the
rather meaningless meaning of those
unhappy terms. He wanted the law
to be applied according to the needs
of the time rather than according to
the rigid, legal precedents. He wanted the law to represent democracy
in action, and he wanted this action
to be peaceable, evolutionary, and
appropriate.
Holmes and Brandeis were both
fortunate in their mutual friendship.
Holmes was not one to praise lightly. In 1926 he wrote to Sir Frederick
Pollock: "In a few days Brandeis,
who is next to me in age among the
judges, will be seventy. That is one
lifetime and makes a complete package, with a chance if you are lucky
to begin a new one. I think he has
done great work and I believe with
high motives. To me it is queer to
see the wide-spread prejudice against
the Jews. I never think of the nationality and might even get thick
with a man before noticing that he
was a Hebrew." (Holmes-Pollock Letters. Edited by Mark DeWolfe Howe.
Harvard University Press. 1941. Vol.
2, p. 191.)
In a letter written six years later,
Holmes expressed perhaps more
beautifully than any one else why
Brandeis holds so fir~ly his exalted
place in the history of the American
Bar: "Whenever he left my house, I
was likely to say to my wife, 'There
goes a really good man.' ... In the
moments of discouragement that we
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all pass through, he always has had
the happy word that lifts up one's
heart. It came from knowledge, experience, courage, and the high way
in which he always has taken life."
(Francis Biddle, Mr. justice Holmes.
Charles Scribner's Sons. 1942. p. 52.)
ALBERT WEHLING

Theosophy
PRIESTESS OF THE OCCULT:
Madame Blavatsky. By Gertrude
Marvin Williams. Alfred A. Knopf,
New York. 1946. 341 pages. $3.50.
brings us a long array of
charlatans. Most of them were
H
religious. Claiming astounding qualiISTORY

ties and powers for themselves, they
were able to gather an admiring public around them and of ten fanatical
devotees who clung to them or to
their memory long after the public
as such had turned from them. Some
of . them have been enshrined in
tombs at which their followers have
worshipped long after they were
dead.
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky,· according to the author of this biography,
belongs to this group. A large fat
woman, usually ill-kempt and dressed
in a dirty wrapper, incessantly smoking cigarettes which she had rolled
herself, cowboy-style, she nevertheless
had a charm that gathered learned
men and social leaders around her,
in Russia, America, England, and
other countries. Her memory is still
revered by the 100,000 or more members of the Theosophist Society which.
she founded.
She came from an aristocratic Russian family in the Ukraine and at six-
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teen married General Nicephore Blavatsky, only to desert him after three
months in favor of a singer, with
whom she lived in various European
cities during the next twenty-five
years. For a time she operated a spiritualist society in Cairo.
She arrived in New York at 42,
looking for new fields to conquer.
When the Eddy brothers held seances
on their remote farm at Chittenden,
Vermont, H.P.B. visited them and
made her famous conquest of Colonel Henry Steel Olcott, who deserted
his wife and three sons a year later,
to become her slave for life and
finance her schemes.
After about two years, with the assistance of Olcott and others, she
completed her 1440-page Isis Unveiled, in which are to be found the
basic tenets of Theosophy. She
claimed the book had been dictated
to her by the Masters of Wisdom via
astral light and spirit guides.
In 1878, H.P.B., Olcott, and two
followers went to India and eventu·
ally set ~p permanent international
headquarters for Theosophy at Adyar, Madras. When finally, after a
long series of well-timed materializations, her "miracles" were exposed,
she was repudiated by her followers
and left India at 54-not in disgrace,
however, but to be set up in a London suburb by English admirers.
Then followed the editing of her
6000-page manuscript of Secret Doctrine and the conversion of the atheist Annie Besant, who became head
of the society after H.P.B.'s death.
Her conquests in England included
the wife of the archbishop of Canterbury, Alfred Russel Wallace, Sir Wil-
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liam Crooks, Thomas Alva Edison,
and Alfred Lord Tennyson.
When she came to die, 1891, it is
interesting to note that only in the
ministrations of the Russian Orthodox Church, the church of her childhood, could she find strength and
comfort to face the Grim Reaper.
The London Society for Psychical
Research, after investigating the life
and work of H.P.B., declared:
We regard her neither as the mouthpiece of hidden seers nor as a mere vulgar adventuress; we think she has
achieved a title to permanent remembrance as one of the most accomplished,
ingenious and interesting imposters in
history.

Too Much Emily
RAFFLES OF SINGAPOR-E. By
Emily Hahn. Doubleday & Company. Garden City, N. Y. 1946. 587
pages. $3.50.
the most serious setback
of the Allies in the war against
P
Japan was the inglorious fall of
ROBABLY

Singapore, the supposedly impregnable "Gibraltar of the East," for
Singapore is the key to the East Indian archipelago. How did Britain
acquire this commanding position in
the first place? Through the farsighted planning of her statesmen?
By no means. It was thrust upon her
by one Sir Thomas Stamford Raffies,
who had all he could do to take possession of the spot before orders forbidding him to do so could catch up
with him. And even then it was years
before his gift was definitely accepted.
In writing this biography of Raf-

fies, Miss Hahn has gone back to
original sources, many of them Dutch
-the Dutch having much to say
about Raffies because he trod hard
on their toes when they were building that colonial empire of theirs
which now appears to be in process of dissolution. Even the present-day Dutch will hardly accept as
a good likeliness the picture which
the author draws of the young man
who went out to Penang in 1805 as
an assistant secretary and six years
later became governor-general of
Java. It may wdl be that she is partial in her portrayal of Raffies (he appears almost too flawless to be natural): but that he was as energetic
as any other empire-builder and more
humane and lovable than most is
beyond question. Miss Hahn succeeds in making the period, the
lands, and the people of which she
writes come alive to the reader.
The book, however, has two faults.
"It is too cursory for the specialist
and too detailed for others." The author admits that this criticism, leveled at one of her source books,
"might well have been" inspired by
her own work. And so, indeed, it
might. She evidently wrote for the
general reader, and so she should
have kept him in mind.
In the second place, there is too
much Emily Hahn in the book. When
one reads an account of travels or
the biography of somebody whom
the author knew personally, one is
not annoyed by the frequent use of
the first person singular or plural.
But it is otherwise in a case like this.
One tries to enter into rapport with
the characters and the scene before
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one, and when one has just about
succeeded-bang! Emily Hahn obtrudes herself again! She simply cannot stay off stage and be satisfied
with directing the play. And she can
be oh! so sprightly. 'Tm sure I'm
right. He fell in love at sight, and so
did Olivia. They must haye done
[sic]; I insist on it." Again: "(I speak
merely from conjecture, and no serious historian need rise up in wrath
against this dangerous statement. It
is an errant impression of mine. No,
I can't prove it. No, Raffles never
said it outright to my knowledge. I
don't suppose he ever would have
said it in any case, even if he realized, himself, that he felt that way,
which I am certain he didn't.)" Now
when one is in the company of a
pretty woman, such sprightliness may
be amusing, But when a faceless
shadow speaks that way (Miss Hahn
to her readers) it is quite another
matter.-As the ship on which Raffles
and his family are traveling is about
to go up in fire: "It was enough to
turn any self-respecting Fate into a
raging harpy. 'I'll settle his hash this
time,' she hissed. 'Where are those
matches?'" Pretty? For a high school
sophomore-perhaps.

Psychoneurotics
ALL BUT ME AND THEE: Psychiatry at the Foxhole Level. By
Brigadier General Elliot D. Cooke.
Infantry Journal Press, Washington. 1946. 215 pages. $2.75.
spring of 1943 our General
Staff became alarmed at the fact
that nearly as many men were being
discharged from the Army as were
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entering it by induction. This was
largely due to the many cases of psychoneurosis that developed. It was
imperative that something be done.
Specialists who were called in disagreed in their opinions. Thereupon
General Marshall, the Chief of Staff,
appointed a committee to study the
situation and to make recommendations. One of the men appointed
was Gen. Cooke, a Regular Army
officer without medical training, the
idea evidently being that he would
be able to acquaint himself with the
facts and to weigh them in their
military bearing without prejudice.
In All But Me and Thee Gen.
Cooke tells how he and Col. Ralph
Bing, whom he associated with himself, went about trying to find out
what was what, and what could be
done about it. Their quest took them
to many army posts in this country,
to England, and to North Africa,
and they talked with all sorts of people, including psychiatrists and psychoneurotics. The book is not exact1y a literary masterpiece, but it is
simple, lively, and straightforward.
A sprinkling of profanity detracts
from its merits, even though the
profanity is in quotes.
The volume, however, is not intended as a mere narrative. It was
written and published at the suggestion of Gen. Marshall himself, in order that the American people might
become acquainted with certain issues involved. An attentive reader
will, for one thing, learn just what
is the difference between psychotics,
psychoneurotics, and constitutional
psychopaths-and he will learn it in
a painless way. For another thing,
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he will become aware of an important problem that faces our people.
Records show that 800 out of every
1,000 discharged as psychoneurotics
from the armed forces never served
outside the continental limits of the
United States, and that at least 40
per cent of all men drawing pensions
for physical disability are psychoneurotics. No rightminded man will
begrudge any assistance that can be
given to those who became mental
cases in combat or under other harrowing conditions. But shall our people be saddled with billions of dollars of expense to take care of those
who "couldn't take it" while they
were still in this country? Shall we
make professional invalids out of
such by giving them to understand
that since they once wore a uniform
they have a perfect right to become
public charges? Many of them, who
have been of no use to the country,
are more than ready to live on pensions, while, if these were denied
them, they would be fully able to
make their own way.
This is an important book, for it
raises important issues: It discusses
difficult problems in what we consider to be an informed and fairminded way.

Storm Warning
ALLY BETRAYED. By David Martin. Prentice-Hall, New York. 1946.
325 pages. $3.50.
HE ~uh-title

of this book is "The
Story of Tito and
Mihailovich." It is more than that.
It is an attempt to trace the tortuous course of events in Yugoslavia

T Uncensored

during the war years when anything
could (and did) happen in that unhappy country which stands at the
frontier between East and West, between the Soviet sphere and the
Anglo-American sppere. Tito and
Mihailovich, while they were strong
and colorful personalities in their
own right, would not have been so
important from our point of view
if each had not been the representative of a philosophy. And Mihailovich's death, while it could not have
helped offending our sense of justice,
might not have occasioned such anxiety if he had not been the symbol of
much that we ostensibly believe in
and of resistance to philosophies and
forces which are as hostile to us as
they were to him.
It is obviously impossible for a reviewer who is not thoroughly conversant with the most recent goingson in Yugoslavia to sort the wheat
from the chaff in a book such as this.
It rings true and it is carefully documented. Much of what it says fits in
well with what we have heard from
other sources, including a great many
liberals who espoused Tito's cause
in the early days and found out too
late that they were taken in. But Balkan politics have never been noted
for their simplicity and when they
become involved in guerrilla warfare
supported by great powers which are
divided among themselves confusion
becomes compounded. If, as Mr. Martin charges, both Whitehall and the
State Department were duped into
supporting Tito, how can any layman expect to find out where truth
lies?
Yugoslavia was one of the hybrid
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countries set up after World War I.
It was one of those oil-and-water
mixtures which invited trouble from
the day they were concocted and
which finally fell apart under the impact of war. Even had there been
no foreign intervention, there would
still have been the animosities of
Croat versus Serb, of Roman Catholic
versus Orthodox Catholic, of mountain-dweller versus plains-dweller. Mihailovich the Serb stands with his
people against Tito the Croat. The
fact that both stood against the Germans was not enough to overcome
old hates and jealousies that had
accumulated through the centuries.
Up to this point, the affair is merely
another episode in the stormy history of the Balkans. But when Tito
the Croat emerged as Marshall Tito,
the friend of Moscow, and Mihailovich remained the leader of a people
unwilling to enter the Soviet orbit,
then the affair became one for all
people who accept the various declarations made in the name. of the
United Nations during the war.
Aside from 1 its political implications, Ally Betrayed is an excellent
study of guerrilla movements in general, and it may help Americans
understand why it was that many
of the occupied countries did not
' carry out such extensive purges as we
had expected. Guerrilla warfare, as
Mr. Martin brings out very well, is
a business that requires consummate
treachery, subterfuge, and "collaboration" with the enemy. And once the
occupation is over, only Heaven
knows who the patriots were and
who were the traitors. That was one
of the difficulties in Yugoslavia. Both
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Tito and Mihailovich "collaborated"
with the Axis. They couldn't have
fought at all if they hadn't. But
where is the line beyond which collaboration as a method of guerrilla
warfare becomes treason? And, for
that matter, how does one define
treason when one's government is in
exile, cut off from reliable sources
of information, and even the most
fervent patriot may sometimes be
forced to do on his own initiative
things which his government has forbidden him to do simply because it
is not fully acquainted with the situation? Whether or not Mihailovich
was a traitor is something which onl}
he and his God can know for sure.
We can and do know, though, that
he was sentenced by a court which,
according to our standards of justice,
had no legal right even to summon
him and that the sentence was carried out by a self-constituted government whose only claim to power is
its ability (with abundant help from
the USSR) to compel submission.
For both Americans and Britons,
this book holds charges which may
actually be called "shocking." If Mr.
Martin is right, the betrayal of Mihailovich involved the betrayal of
the people of both America and
Great Britain. For Mr. Martin points
out instance after instance of how
the press of both countries, out of
falsely patriotic motives, suppressed
or distorted news that did not agree
with their governments' policy of
abandoning Mihailovich in favor of
Tito. There is still the vital issue of
whether newspapers exist as instruments of government policy or as
reporters of the news.
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It is reasonably safe to predict
that this book will not be widely
read. Mihailovich is dead, Tito is
running Yugoslavia, and besides there
are problems of our own to concern
us just now. But for those who, like
Patrick Henry, know of no way to
judge the future but by the past, the
story of Mihailovich is a rumbling
off in the distance, the warning of a
storm which has already struck in
one place and which may come upon
us unawares if we choose to ignore
the rumblings.

Palestine Problem
THIEVES JN THE NIGHT. By Arthur Koestler. Macmillan, New
York, ig46. $2.75.
E

CANNOT

afford to see the

man's point."
WBeforeotherAmericans
offer any more
unsolicited advice to Britain on how
to cope with the Palestine problem,
we might digest these words which
Mr. Koestler puts into the mouth of
one of the Jewish colonists who figure in this book. The problem of
Palestine, like most problems, is not
one of white against black, bad
against good, saint against sinner.
The Jew who cannot afford to see
the other man's point is pitted
against the Arab who also cannot
afford to see the other man's point
and Britain is called upon to act as
arbiter in a situation where arbitration is impossible.
Thieves in the Night is a novel
based on the story of the Jews who
are trying to rebuild their national
home in Palestine. By its very nature,
the story must be a tragedy, the trag-

edy of a people living in a world
which has never really wanted it,
despite the fact that the world owes
the Jewish people more than any
other people. More particularly, it is
the story of a man, half-English, halfJ ewish, who finds that there is no
such things as a half-Jew in the gentile world. It is not a pretty story.
And to this reviewer it is the more
unpleasant because these people,
whose sufferings evoke strong feelings of sympathy and compassion, do
and say and think things which are
abhorrent both to the orthodox
Christian and the orthodox Jew.
They present the paradox of a people which, more than any other, has
suffered from the adolescent doctrine
of race, organizing their own society
on that very basis. It is not the Talmud or the Torah that binds them
together but their race-the same
bond which, according to their most
virulent enemy of recent time~, bound
all German people throughout the
world in one.
The story traces the progress of
the young half-English Jew from a
rather mousy pioneer to a member
of one of the terrorist gangs. The
reader is prepared for and sympathizes with this progress until he remembers that this is only one side
of the story, that on the other side
is the Arab whose claim upon the
land is also valid and whose sentimental attachments to the Holy
Land are just as strong because it is
also a holy land to him. But it is
one side, a side about which all men
who hate injustice will want to know
more. For somewhere in this world
there must be a better life for the
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Jew than the terror of the Nazi furnaces, the ghettos of Middle Europe,
and the "tolerance" (the restricted,
patronizing tolerance which masquerades as charity and sears like molten
iron the soul of the sensitive Jew) of
the more liberal gentile nations. It
was the search for such a life that
brought Mr. Koestler's immigrants to
the barren hills of Galilee where, almost two thousand years ago, there
lived another Jew who was "despised
and rejected of men, a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief."
Mr. Koestler is a past master in the
use of words to paint pictures. His
people emerge as real flesh-and-blood
people, perhaps too human in their
weaknesses for the propagandist who
prefers his heroes heroic and his villains villainous. True, Mr. Koestler is
rather hard on the Arabs, but if we
may believe those who have had opportunities to study the Arabs at
close range his Arabs are not overdrawn. He is just as hard on certain
elements of the Jewish population,
especially the leaders who have lost
the spirit of pioneering and much
prefer security and caution to the
more dangerous business of fighting.
It would be hard to imagine a
more timely book. The Palestine
problem is rap'dly approaching its
inevitable showdown. Despite what
some have said about the ability of
the Jew as a fighter, there is still in
every Jew the blood of his ancestors
who fought behind Judas Maccabaeus and who worried Rome more
than any of its other possessions.
The Jews who have gone to Palestine
are the Jews who have found that
there is no way for them to exist on

equal terms beside gentiles. To them,
Palestine is a last retreat, the only
place left to them in a world which
is altogether hostile. They will not
be driven out and they will not be
bargained out. And a long train of
oppressors from the Egyptians to the
Nazis will attest to the fact that
they cannot be killed off.

He Did No Man's Bidding
HORACE GREELEY: Printer, Editor, Crusader. By Henry Luther
Stoddard. G. P. Putnam's Sons,
New York. 1946. 338 pages, illustrated, and with bibliography and
index. $3.50.
the giants on the earth

during the Civil War and ReA
construction Era was one of the truly
MONG

great American newspaper men, the
subject of this biography. Founder
of The New Yorker (a critical weekly), The New York Tribune (which
he ably edited for 30 years), The Jeffersonian, and The Log Cabin, his
would seem to have been a journalist's varied and busy career. That
it was actually a life of such public
fofiuence that Glreeiley was once
appropriately characterized as "the
drumbeat of the nation" is the gist
of Stoddard's work, with emphasis
on the man's utter independence.
I do not offer this volume as the work
of a historian or skilled biographer; I
claim no such talent. What I have
written is more a tale told in his twilight years by one newspaperman of another whose challenging spirit gave to
American journalism its first independence and sole reliance upon "my own
thoughts"; "I do no man's bidding"; "I
mean to make something of myself."
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Estimates naturally will vary when
they interpret so provocative and
conspicuous a figure as Greeley was
throughout more than 30 years of
passionate agitation. The crusader
interested us more than the printer
and editor. Greeley's trenchant editorials attacked monopolies and
advocated labor organization, protective tariff, temperance, and a
homestead law-supporting this latter with his famous phrase that has
become a part of American folklore,
"Go West, Young Man!" He also
championed Fourierism, helping to
found the North American Phalanx
as its utopia, and was connect.ed with
the Brook Farm Experiment. Vehemently he opposed all aids to slavery,
particularly the Mexican War, the
Compromise of 1850, and the Kansas-Nebraska Bill. He exerted his influence in behalf of Lincoln's election, and favored negtro suffrage.
The climax of his career came when
in 1872 he was the presidential candidate of the Liberal Republican
and Democratic parties but was badly defeated by Grant.
These and many more episodes are
narrated with interesting effect. You
learn some little known facts about
well known people. On page after
page, with illuminating detail,
through 31 chapters we see that Greeley did not deviate from principle
despite ridicule and vilification. Mr.
Stoddard duplicates his earlier delightful books As I Knew Them:
Presidents and Politics from Grant to
Coo•lidge (1927), and It Costs to Be
President (1938). The present volume results from Stoddard's years of
investigation of Greeley's striking

public career and his frustrated personal life. We recommend this book
as adequately accurate, very readable, and an appealing picture of
phases of relatively recent American a.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Marquand Again
B. F.'s DAUGHTER. By John Marquand. Little, Brown and Co.,
New York. 1946. 439 pages. $2.75.
HIS,

the latest offering in Mar-

quand's satirical series on New
T
England society, must pretty well

clinch his unofficial (and unsought)
title as pre-eminent chronicler of the
wound-down marriage.
An old love kept bobbing up in
Harry Pulham's path back in 1940.
Jeffrey Wilson, the play doctor of
So Little Time (1943), had his Marianna Miller. Even staid old George
Apley (1937) of Boston remembered
the girl who couldn't belong, the girl
from the unacceptable family. There
was still another, a short novel about
a naval aviator and a quick broken
marriage. Harpers serialized this late
in 1945.
Marquand uses a woman as central character for the first time in this
war· era novel. She is Polly Fulton,
daughter of B. F. Fulton, the industrialist who maintained homes at
Gray's Point and on Park Avenue.
In brief and in cliches (ours) Polly is
a poor little rich girl who learns that
money isn't everything. Old B. · F.
unwittingly dominated Polly until
he died. When she was little Polly
had run away "because everything
beionged to him."
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Later on she didn't marry Bob
His satire on Park Avenue, the
Tasmin of Groton, Yale and Har- Washington diplomatic set and New
vard Law. Everything had been a lit- York intellectuals must be listed
tle too pat. Polly did the same thing among the book's bright chapters.
to husband Tom Brett that her fa- The romantic element, although
ther had done to her. Tom taught written around a woman this time,
at Columbia, never wore ties straight seems the same pre-war Marquand.
and kept telling Polly there was a Much of his old pattern is here too
war on after he had heard his call -the flashbacks which play leap-frog
with chronology, the Ivy League, the
to the capital.
Tom, the talker and thinker, comedy of manners.
It's a slicker job than SO' Little
comes off the least sympathetically
Time but that's far from insisting
unless maybe it's Milton Ouerbach,
a professional liberal and war cor- it is another Late George Apley.
respondent, who knows everything.
Bob Tasmin plays the good boy Intimate Glimpses
from cover to cover. B. F. remains LETTERS TO KERMIT. From
resourceful and strong. Polly has
Theodore Roosevelt. Edited by
wealth, beauty, intelligence and a
Will Irwin. Charles Scribner's
growing conviction that nothing
Sons, New York. 1g46. 296 pages.
which happened before the war
$3.00.
matters. She gives Tom up to a
Washington secretary and wants Bob
HEODORE ROOSEVELT was a vigback. Instead she nets a lecture that
orous man. There was verve in
she rated ten years earlier.
everything he did whether it be bigThe war obtrudes into every scene game hunting, rough riding, trustand provides the stage for most of busting, waving a big stick or, as
the action-the Pentagon, the Navy this genial volume brings out, letter
Department, Guam, Washington ho- writing, both in its frequency and
tel suites, apartments on Scott Circle its spirited idiom. Today's generawhere wives wait. Marquand's most tion, which can't help remembering
engaging passages come early in the Roosevelts of the White House in
book when he takes Tasmin to the terms of Franklin, Eleanor, Anna,
Pacific with the Joint Chiefs of James, Elliott, Franklin Jr., and
Staff. His satire on the high brass John, can hardly recall the names of
may be the sharpest that anyone that first great tribe of Roosevelts
who has been out there will write. which lived vigorously in the same
Much of the other war fiction has rooms of that same house from 1901
treated generals and admirals so ma- · to 1908. If it remembers little of
liciously that they become lost some- Alice, Ethel, Ted, Kermit, Archie and
where between caricature and farce. Quentin, it knows even less about
The closer he takes his actors to the T.R. as a father.
war, the more realistic Marquand's
The public received its first treas·
plot seems to get.
ured glimpses of the colonel as a

T
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family man with the publication of
Theodore Roosevelt's Letters to His
Children in 1920. That collection included fifty-two addressed to Kermit.
There were a hundred and fifty others, all written while Theodore
Roosevelt was president and Kermit
a student at Groton School. The
complete collection is presented here
for the first time and, in Will Irwin's phrase, "forms a study almost
unique in the relation between an
understanding father and a growing
son."
The letters are remarkable on
many counts. There is a glowing intimacy. The father confided many
national political secrets which he
cautioned Kermit to keep. There are
frequent passages like this one-"I
enjoy being president and I like to
do the work and have my hand on
the lever. But it is very worrying
and puzzling, and I have to make
up my mind to accept every kind
of attack and misrepresentation."
There is a tenderness. Kermit was
constantly advised that mother
looked young and pretty. In another
letter the president wrote amidst
great official difficulties that "no matter how things come out the really
important thing was the lovely life
I have with mother and with you
children.''
Then, too, there is the vigor. Hardly a letter passed but what the president and Mrs. Roosevelt had spent
the afternoon trotting on Bleistein
and Vagenka, favorites from the
presidential stables. T.R. often wrote
of his boxing lessons, his wrestling
and his fencing. Most frequently
mentioned are the fabulous Roose-

velt hikes up, down and around
Rock Creek Park. Secret Service men
and cabinet members found these
treks uncommonly exhausting.
The letters reflect much of the
elder Roosevelt's good humor. He
wrote of going to church one May
Sunday in 1904-"Johnny Schik was
on the rampage, and I wished his
parents would discipline him." On
another occasion the president led
Ambassador Jusserand of France and
Beekman Winthrop of the cabinet
on a walk in the snow. After performing a "variety of stunts" in the
course of which Winthrop fell down
nine times, T.R. struck what he considered a "good gait for a stout elderly gentleman." When the party
had finally made the edge of the
woods, a shadowing Secret Service
man confided, "We are shy the ambassador, Mr. President." The president himself, he wrote Kermit, sportingly went back into the woods as a
searching party and flushed out the
lagging diplomat.

Washington Report
FRONTIER ON THE POTOMAC.
By Jonathan Daniels. The Macmillan Company, New York. 1946
262 pages. $2.75.
HE

Daniels-father and son-of

North Carolina reflect a special
T
skill not claimed by most other wartime public servants. Not only have
they both filled top Washington
posts in time of war, Josephus as
Secretary of the Navy under Wilson
and Jonathan as press secretary to
Roosevelt and Truman. Having fled
the capital when the crises had
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passed, they have both gone home to
turn out absorbing portraits of government as they saw it work. The
latest volume of former Secretary
Josephus Daniels' memoirs was published early last year and recounted
the last days of World War I.
There is more than an academic
smattering of what the colleges call
"political science" in Frontier on the
Potomac, the younger Daniels' report of his adventures among the
Roosevelt palace guard. But it is
not put down in the abstractions of
pedagogy-checks and balances, the
executive, the legislative and the judicial, the initiative and the referendum. This book is political science
in terms of people, of cocktail diplomacy, of the press club, of generals
and admirals, of Frankfurters and
Baruchs. He begins: "Somewhere between the human swarm and the
constitutional abstraction, there is, I
am convinced, a Government of the
United States." Daniels goes to work
on the "human swarm" and leaves
the rest to the Supreme Court.
This southern newspaperman
starts with the proposition that "the
republic of the atomic age is still the
government of a very human people" and writes on to demonstrate
just how human government is in
twenty-one chapters of journalistic
feature writing of the best sort.
There is Truman taking his oath
fifteen minutes before sunset one
evening in April. Chief Justice Stone
saying: "It is a good one if you live
up to it" . . . and the scholarly
friend who understood Washington
from reading the society pages and
the list of the president's engage-
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ments .
the people who waited to
see the chief . . . tired, thin Lord
Halifax, fat Jimmie Noe of Louisiana, who was so fat that he looked
as though a pin properly applied
might explode him all over the
room, Cordell Hull, Bilbo, Rabbi
Wise and Cardinal Spellman, Ed
Flynn, "reticent and shy" . . . the
cabinet, "a body of individualists
each intent upon his own job first
and the unified strategy afterward"
. . . the presidential advisers who
practice an art of intimacy and loyalty . . . the capitol policeman who
sounded more like the critical American from the back country than any
of the tourists he directed . . . Sam
Rayburn with five photographs of
Robert E. Lee on his office walls but
one of Grant too . . . Secretary Leslie Biffle of Piggott, Arkansas, maintaining the country tradition of the
Senate . . . Lyndon Johnson of
Texas who pulled a photo out of a
big pile and inscribed it "to Daniels
with love and affection" . . . Justice
Reed as exciting as his rimless glasses
would indicate . . . Archibald MacLeish and Luther Evans, "comets in
a vault," at the Library of Congress
... the lady who invited the Democratic Party over for cocktails by way
of an invitation written on the back
of a matchbook . . . Hannegan who
rose to the top in a succession of
jobs he did not want ... the ex-Senator who couldn't go back to Pocatello . . . the lobbyists, some of
them no more than a "man behind
a portable typewriter in a corner of
a hall bedroom in a boarding house"
members of the Gridiron Club
who awe their publishers . . . the
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ladies s1ttmg "wide and purposeful"
on spindly chairs in the White
House East Room where Abigail
Adams, the first mistress, had hung
her wash . . . Secret Service Agents
Shannon and Moriarity who accompanied the constitution in Compartment B, Car A-I of the B & 0 on
its way to the big vault at Fort Knox.
There isn't enough of Roosevelt
in his book but perhaps Daniels felt
constrained to leave that to the older FDR associates, Frances Perkins,
Vice-Admiral Mcintire, Son Elliott,
to the forthcoming Hopkins reminiscences, and to Judge Rosenman.
Jonathan Daniels knows the city
on the Potomac, its big ~nd little
people. Frontier on the Potomac is
excellent background for unde~
standing the news and the unique
role of some of the personalities in
your government. It is easy to read,
too, lyrical in spots, but all the while
good reporting by a good reporter.

Chaucer Anew
THE CANTERBURY TALES by
Geoffrey Chaucer, done into Modern English Verse by Frank Ernest
Hill and Newly Revised for this
Edition, with miniatures by Arthur Szyk. New York. The Heritage Press. 1946. 550 pages. $4.00.
more than five hundred years
people have been reading about
F
Chaucer's greatest work, a comparaOR

tive few have studied him in college courses, and almost no one but
the scholar has· known him as we
know-let's say-Longfellow or Tennyson. All the more strange, then,
that for more than five hundred

years Geoffrey Chaucer has retained
a hold on the affections and imagination of the world comparable to
that of Homer, Dante, and Shake·
speare. Because like these titans in
literature he was not only a raconteur but a delineator of characters
that are universal in time and place,
his tales can still leap the language
barrier of a long-vanished epoch.
Yet this linguistic difficulty has kept
The Canterbury Tales unduly on
the bookshelf!
To read this modern version of a
given passage, after going over the
original, is like experiencing the
sudden lifting of fog from a landscape indistinctly sensed before.
There have been previous re-workings of these inimitable stories into modern idiom and style, notably
by Tatlock and MacKaye, Burrell,
and J. U. Nicholson; but this one
by Hill merits rank among the best.
A translator to serve contemporary
readers must be more than a mere
modernizer. He must recapture the
rich spirit and magnificent prosody
of the original, its robust language
and texture, and transform them
into poetry of corresponding stature
in the idiom of our day. All of this
has been achieved by Frank Ernest
Hill.
It is modern poetry, and Chaucer
too! At times you will forget you
are reading a translation or reworking, for it catches the very rhythm
and tone, yes, often the very rhyme
of the original without stiffness in
its modern language. In the words
of Professor John S. P. Tatlock
when this translation first (1935)
appeared, "on every page one feels
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Mr. Hill's pleasure, fine apprecia- cause Mr. Hill included The Prition, delicate perception and control oress' Tale in his 1930 issue of The
over language. Every few lines one Prologue and Four Tales . . . transgets a bit of a start from some fe- lated into Modern English Verse.
Eye-appeal in this book is achieved
licity, neatness, terse keenness; all
the more because of the difficulty of by use of a medieval tapestry motif
avoiding verbosity in rendering for the outside cover, by excellent
Chaucer line for line (with his ex- typography on quality paper stock,
tra syllables) ." The few revisions and by individual, lovely so-called
in the 1946 edition, however, are "portraits-in-miniature." Here 'is a
not always improvements in accord · reliable acquisition for your library
with the original text; e.g. line 126 or an ideal gift for the more disof the General Prologue now reads criminating among your friends.
HERBERT H. UMBACH
"the French of Paris-that she didn't
know" as replacement for "the
French that Paris spoke she didn't Cold Facts
know."
THE STRENGTH WE NEED. A
Hill explains his method thus in
Military Program for America
the Introduction:
Pending Peace. By George FieldFrom the beginning my effort has
ing Eliot. The Viking Press. New
been to give an exact rendering of the
York. 1946. 261 pages. $3.oo.

original. That is, I sought to make a
word for word translation except where
the meaning of words as between Middle and Modern English had so changed
that the Chaucerian original could be
better expressed by a translation not
wholly literal. This was rarely the case.
In no instance have I tried to soften or
sweeten Chaucer's meaning.

The twenty-three tales follow in
the accepted order. For some unexplained reason this reissue omits
one story, The Prioress' Tale, which
is customarily printed between The
Seaman's Tale and Chaucer's own,
The Tale of Sir Thopas. This legend of the "litel clergeon" deserves
inclusion in any edition, for its good
taste, simple plot, faultless technique, and lofty poetry. The publishers openly admit this incompleteness without further comment;
hence I am the more puzzled, be-

well-known author has writa number of important
books on national defense, foreign
affairs, etc., besides his work as
newspaper and magazine writer, lecturer, and radio news analyst. He
has a large following that respects
his judgment.
In this his latest book he takes a
look at the work today and presents
his views as to the military program
that is essential for our country in
this present world. He sums up his
views in an excellent foreword which
we shall quote in full:
HE

T ten

This is not a book about national defense. There is no longer any such thing
as national defense as we have thought
of it in the past. There is such a thing
as national security, but security is to be
obtained either through the establishment of world law, or by a military posi-
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tion of offensive readiness-or rather,
counter-offensive readiness-so formidable as to be beyond challenge.
Nor is this a book about peace. It is
rather a book about the period in which.
we are determining whether or not we
are going to have peace, that is, established peace under world law. It is a
book about the interval before peace.
It is therefore a book about a period
of paradox: A period in which we work
for peace, with better prospects of attaining it than ever before, yet a period
in which we must maintain greater and
more immediately ready armaments than
ever before.
The prospects are better, and the
armaments are necessary, for the same
reason: because science has placed in
the hands of men weapons of such a
character that war becomes totally destructive on a scale in time and extent
never before imagined. Hence it becomes imperative upon all nations, within the limits of their resources, to reinsure themselves against sudden attack
during the uncertainties of the interval
before peace is established. This latter
necessity bears with special incidence on
the people of the United States because
it is generally recognized that no world
malefactor can hope for success unless
the American power be overthrown.
American weakness and unreadiness
during the interval before peace would
therefore be an invitation to any who
might prefer unfettered dominance to
the rule of law.
We have two objectives during that
interval: to advance steadily, though
perhaps gradually, toward the final enthronement of law as governing the affairs of all mankind; and to surviveand insure that others survive-in the
meanwhile. The one we must attain,
and we should seek and expect the support of all men in attaining it. But we
may not live to see it attained unless

we give due attention to the matter of
interim survival.
This is because there does not exist
that sense of world community, that uniform determination and definition of
objectives, which are essential to the
establishment of a rule of law. This is
because suspicion, hate, fear, and greed
have not yet been beaten down in the
hearts of men even by the overriding
threat of atomic war.
We live, then, in the interval before
peace. I refuse to believe that it is the
interval before the universal suicide of
mankind.
His book has the following chapters:
"I. The Military Conditions of
the Postwar World; II. The Relations of the Great Military Powers;
Ill. World Police under the United
Nations; IV. The Atomic Bomb and
World Security; V. A New National
Strategy-America Faces North; VI.
The Basic Organization of the
Armed Forces; VII. The Air Force;
VIII. The Navy; IX. The Army; X.
Universal Training and Personnel
Procurement; XI. Science and the
National Security; XII. Interval before Peace."
We cannot pass judgment on the
author's conclusions, except to say
that he is not a visionary. He presents cold facts. He holds that the
average citizen, not only in our
country but the world over, must be
conscious of the need of national
defense and be ready to make the
necessary sacrifices. To quote frorr
the concluding chapter:
Above all, the citizen will have to remember that both the influence of the
United States in the affairs of nations
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and the security of the United Stateswhich is his own security-depend on
power. He will have to remember that
from this time forward the only kind
of power which commands respect is
ready power-that the old term, national
defense, is obsolete. He will have to remember that there is such a thing as
national security only by virtue of a
constant position of readiness to strike
back-until there shall exist a dependable system of world security under law.
And he will have to remember always
that the national security of the United
States must be maintained in order that
the people of the United States may be

able to speak and work, in freedom and
in strength, for the final accomplishment of world security.
For all this, the citizen must pay a
price: a price in taxes, a price in inconvenience, a price in the marring of
his comfort and the disturbance of his
leisure.
It may at times seem a heavy price,
unless the alternative to paying it be
kept constantly in mind.
"All that a man hath, will he give
for his life." So it must be now with
men and with nations. For truly these
are the decisions which mean life or
death.
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A SURVEY OF BOOKS
THE RADIO STATION
By Jerome Sill. George W. Stewart, Publisher, New York. i946.
i27 pages. $i.50.
HERE

is an awakening of sorts

T going on in the radio business,
or haven't you heard? The Federal
Communications Commission threatens to chasten program content with
its "Blue Book." Forums debate
whether advertising agencies should
control programming. Listener's
councils protest the glut of chanted
ads. There is Wakeman's The Hucksters. Fred Allen and Henry Morgan
pan their compatriots weekly. In the
light of all this unrest it is refreshing
to look into a former CBS and Mutual executive's formula for operating a successful radio station.
Besides discussing networks, radio research, promotion, sales approaches and various technical asspects, Mr. Sill says, among other
things, that: i) the FCC should add
to its panel representatives of the
listeners and the broadcasters, 2)
many efforts to build dramatic shows,
special events and forums have netted only "plaudits from the organ-

ized intelligentsia," 3) minority
groups can be most tactfully aired in
off hours broadcasts, 4) planned record programs are better than poor
local programs, 5) television and FM
have a future, sure, but when? Written for the professional in radio, the
book is mainly diverting because it
reflects the motivations of the businessman in radio who, besides serving the public, is engrossed in the
black. side of the ledger.

THEY HAVE FOUND A FAITH
By Marcus Bach. Bobbs-Merrill.
300 pages. $3.00.
by the publisher as "a
trip along the byways of American religion" and "adventure and
education" this book lives up to its
billing. The author, Dr. Marcus
Bach, a professor in the School of
Religion at the University of Iowa,
teaches a course called Little-Known
Religious Groups of America, and
he is said to have spent years in the
task of investigating these groups.
He is therefore presumably well
qualified to write a book about
them.
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Dr. Bach's book is in no sense a
theological treatise. It has little to
say about doctrine. Dr. Bach is fascinated by the effects which religion
produces in the lives and attitudes
of people, and that is really the
theme of his book. It is very well
written and will make fascinating
reading for anyone interested in this
subject.
They Have Found a Faith has
chapters on Jehovah's Witnesses,
Spiritualism, Father Divine and his
Kingdoms, Unity, The Foursquare
Gospel, the Oxford Group, Bahaism, and Psychiana.
The influence wielded by these
"little known groups" is amazing.
See them through the eyes of a competent, sympathetic observer, although you will not share his conclusion that "all roads that lead to
God are good."
H . F. WIND

MAN: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
By George R. Stewart. Random
House, New York. 1946. 310 pages.
$2.75.
are a number of things
wrong with this book. One is
T
that its use of the first person singuHERE

lar "I", as has been pointed out elsewhere, is confusing. Another is that
the author, although his book is
supposed to be scientific, neglects to
bring the evidence for many of his
surmises and guesses; at the same
time he fails to bring a complete
account of the archaeological record
in the history of the human race. A
third is the unbalanced nature of his
account. More than half of the book

is devoted to the story of man's preurban career as the author imagines
it to have been. Only the last third
of the volume concerns itself about
man's life since the dawn of recorded history. The last chapter has the
author's prophecy for the future in
which he concludes: "Very probably
in 10,000 A.D. the individual will be
much the same as he was in 10,000
B.c., although I grant that I do not
know much more about the one than
about the other." That is at least an
honest confession.

HEALTH THE EASY WAY
By Lelord Kordel, Sc. D. Arden
Book Company, New York. 1946
369 pages. $2.50.
E

HAD

not heard of Lelorc

Kordel before this, and we
W
could not find out where he had
earned the Sc.D. after his name; so
we opened the book with a wary and
suspicious mind. A careful reading
of it, however, failed to confirm our
suspicions. We came across nothing '
more serious than that Kordel does
not seem to be clear on the nature
of the taste buds.
The book discusses health problems and gives advice on sane living.
Its twenty-six chapters cover the
whole field. The author emphasizes
the importance of diet, but he is no
diet crank, no extremist in any sense.
He stresses "natural" remedies but
is not against the use of medicines.
The role played by minerals, vitamins, and amino acids in health and
in sickness is kept constantly to the
fore. While the book is not intended
to enable people to doctor them-
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selves, it may well, if its advice is followed, cut down doctor bills by making for better health.

IT'S AN OLD NEW ENGLAND
CUSTOM
By Edwin Valentine Mitchell. The
Vanguard Press, New York. 1946.
277 pages. $2.75.

BLUE RIVER
A Story of the Great Lakes Country. By Mary Francis Doner. Doubleday & Co., Inc., Garden City,
N. Y. 1946. 274 pages. $2.50.

ARY FRANCIS DONER fans will
find this latest book quite up
M
to her usual par. It is a story of the
Great Lakes region which she knows
so well. The heroine, Anne Armour,
daughter of Larkin Armour, shipyard
owner, marries a man of imagination,
who dreams of building faster and
better motorcars.

HAYDN: A GOOD LIFE
By David Ewen. Henry Holt and
Company, New York. 1946. $2.75.
NTENDED primarily for young readers, this book portrays the life
and character of Franz Joseph Haydn
in an easy-to-read narrative style. It
makes no pretense at being a complete scholarly biography; in it the
author calls upon his imagination
to try to recreate for the reader
Haydn's thoughts and emotions as he
developed from boyhood to manhood to old age. Though frequently
bordering on the commonplace in
the highly idealized presentation of
his subject, Mr. Ewen, nevertheless,
manages to portray a fairly good picture of the musical life of eighteenthcentury Austria, and of the mutual
influence of Haydn and his contemporaries, especially Mozart, on each
other's musical development.
NEWMAN POWELL

I

N LIGHT, chatty, humorous fashion,
Mr. Mitchell tells about the ways
of the New Englanders of earlier
times. There are chapters on having
pie for breakfast, on serving turkey,
on being fond of fish, on epitaphs,
haunted houses, phantom ships, and
a variety of other topics. Connecticut, particularly Hartford, is singled
out for attention. If it were not for
a chapter on bundling, the book
would make good reading for chil-
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dren.

CHRISTIAN FAITH AND
MY JOB
By Alexander Miller. A Haddam
House Book. Association Press,
New York: 1946. 60 pages. $1.00.
TTEMPTING to restate the Reformation doctrine of the value of
earthly vocations (Beruf) in terms of
our modern, impersonal industrial
structure, Mr. Miller maintains that
"the man most like Christ is the man
who is faithful to God in his own
calling as Christ was faithful in his"
(p. 30). Such faithfulness will also
provide him with the experience and
position necessary for just and severe
criticism of the economic and social
order.
Mr. Miller hits hard, and he hits
straight. Christian Faith and My ]ob
is a good start in a field largely neglected in American Protestantismthe Christian ethics of the laborer.
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SOME PRINCETON MEMORIES
Edited by William Starr Myers.
Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey. 1946. 91 pages.
Illustrated. $1.50.
SEEMS certain that Woodrow Wilson will go down in history as one
of the outstanding Presidents of the
United States. Now sharp differences
of opinion which were provoked by
some of his views, principles, and
actions can be examined and evaluated in the light of dispassionate
scholarship. For this reason it is
important to learn what men who
were closely associated with Wilson
thought of him as a scholar, a teacher, a man, a writer, a politician, and
a statesman. George McLean Harper,
Robert K. Root, Edward S. Corwin,
William Starr Myers, Edwin Grant
Conklin, Luther P. Eisenhart, and
J. Duncan Spaeth-"men in the
Princeton faculty who had known
Wilson at first hand"-have "set
down their mature estimates of him"
in the book edited by Dr. Myers.
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IN THE FIRST WATCH
By William McFee. Random House,
New York. 1946. 334 pages. $3.00.
ILLIAM McFEE, who is an old
hand at writing stories of the
sea and sea-faring people, has made
In The First Watch a valedictory for
a · kind of life which he believes has
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vanished-life on an ocean tramp
sleamer in the pre-union, pre-radio,
pre-vacation days. Without minimizing the advantages a modern •sailor
enjoys, he nevertheless regrets the
passing of a certain loyalty, discipline, and "esprit de corps" which disappeared with the advent of better
wages, shorter hours and collective
bargaining.

MY TALE IS TWISTED!
Or The Storal to This Mory. By
Colonel Stoopnagle. With a Glowing Introduction by the Author
Himself. Illustrated by Charles
Pearson. M. S. Mill Co., New York.
1946. 145 pages. $2.00.
SPOONERISM, according to WebA
ster's Collegiate Dictionary,
"an accidental transposition of
if

sounds, usually the initial sounds of
two or more words (a blushing crow.
for a crushing blow)." For furthe1
details, see this month's "Astrolabe."
Future editions of the dictionary
ought probably to include a reference to this book by Col. Stoopnagle,
which retells "Aysop's Feebles" and
"Othe Stories or Tairy Fales" in
what the book-flap calls "silver spoonerisms." There are forty-five stories
in all, and for full enjoyment they
should be read aloud, one or two in
an evening. But read any way, they
are good, wholesome fun. Frankly,
this nook is beer shonsensel

Motion Picture
THE CRESSET

evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

the past two decades
George Jean Nathan has
turned out no less than twentyfive books devoted to the drama
and to the theater, the handmaiden of the drama. His caustic
wit and his mercilessly frank
comments have inspired at least
four volumes which deal with Mr.
Nathan himself and with Mr.
Nathan's critical acumen. It is
true that the well-known author
and critic makes short shrift of
plays and players that do not
measure up to his exacting standards; it is just as true that Mr.
Nathan is generally regarded as
the nation's foremost critic of the
drama and as a brilliant student
of the contemporary stage.
The Theatre Book of the Year
Ig45-I946 (Alfred A. Knopf, New
York. 1946. 370 pages. $3.50), the
fourth in a series of annual surveys, presents a valuable and stimulating over-all picture of the
theatrical period under consideration. The book, which bears the
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subtitle "A Record and an Interpretation," contains a completely
rounded survey of the New York
theater and its productions in the
season of 1945-46, together with
the author's pungent criticisms of
these productions. The inclusion
of a special honor roll for outstanding plays, players, directors,
and designers, as well as a complete index of plays, playwrights,
and composers, makes this a valuable reference book for the present and for the future.
It is well known that Mr.
Nathan has always been especially vitriolic in his comments on
the art of the motion picture. He
has stubbornly refused to believe
that there is any art at all on the
shadow stage. Here and there in
The Theatre Book of the Year
Ig45-I946 Mr. Nathan forcefully
restates his opinions concerning
Hollywood and Hollywood's
wares. He says:

URING

Screen plays bear no more resemblance to reputable plays for the
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stage than pulp fiction bears to Dostoievski. They rely, even at their best,
upon superficial dramatic trickery,
vaudeville humor that will appeal to
the masses, servant girl innuendo,
and easily assimilated plots. Their
character study is relegated mainly to
expressions on the actors' faces, and
their literary quality, if any, is limited to a few lines which the author
by hook or crook succeeds in getting
into them over the dead bodies of
executives, directors, and the star
players. It is, of course, possible that
a writer with dramatic stage potentialities may surrender his talents to
such an abortive art for a short time
without damaging himself. But it is
unbelievable that one who works in
any such juvenile and trashy medium for a longer time can retain
any sense of honorable proportion
and not find himself, like a man who
has taken too many sleeping pills,
debilitated and eventually laid low
by it.

Mr. Nathan believes that the
screen writer is hampered and
shackled because he is compelled
to work not only with other writers but with "an editorial mess
of executives, directors, actors,
and what not . . . . One cannot
expect the hand of a man who
has worked for a considerable period in an assembly factory co re·
tain the delicacy of fingers necessary to diamond cutting."
The eminent sage of the theater deplores the mental atmosphere in which Hollywood writers must live and work. The
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screen writer must attune his ear
to the whims and fancies of too
many influential personages.
His work thus resolves itself not
into something he would prefer to
write but into something haunted by
a lot of ghosts smoking big cigars,
wearing pith helmets and shouting
through megaphones, or adorned
with aphrodisiacal sweaters or less
a phrodisiacal slacks.
.

Mr. Nathan further opines that
the few successful stage plays written by "Hollywood scribblers"
have been, from a critical viewpoint, just "so much taradiddle.
Mud, as the aphorism goes, has
an embarrassing way of clinging
to one's shoes."
The first weeks of the new year
brought to our attention a series
of annual polls and surveys. Some
of these seem to indicate that Mr.
Nathan is not alone in his condemnation of Hollywood productions. The British film critics' annual survey declares that French
films easily rank first in artistic
stature and that Russian, English,
Danish, and Swiss pictures run
neck-and-neck for second, third,
and fourth places. Since ninetenths of the films examined were
American, this is indeed a stinging rebuff for Hollywood. The
British poll is upheld to some extent by the annual report of our
own National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures; for on its list
four of the ten "best" films are
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importations. They are Henry VJ
Brief Encounter (both made in
England), Open City (Italian),
and It Happened at the Inn
(Swiss).
I do not wholly share Mr. Nathan's grim and gloomy estimate
of the motion picture in the United States. It would be easy to
point the finger at some of the
foreign films which have been, or
are being, shown in our theaters;
but it must be admitted that far
too often, in spite of an appealing
subject matter and an impressive
production budget, Hollywood
producers do, as it were, miss the
boat. Sister Kenny (RKO-Radio,
Sister Kenny) presents a shining
example. As film biographies go,
Sister Kenny is better than average; but one had a right to expect something more. For years
science has waged a grim battle
against poliomyelitis, the terrible
scourge which usually twists and
cripples those whom it does not
kill. Australian-born Nurse Elizabeth Kenny has long been the
center of a heated controversy in
the medical world. Nurse Kenny
has her own theories about the
nature of infantile paralysis, and
in the far-off Australian bush
country she evolved her own
method of treating the disease. It
is right and proper to present her
theories and her treatment in the
film adapted from her book I
Made Them Walk Again (pre-

pared in collaboration with Martha Ostenso); but it is deplorable
and dishonest to say or imply
that the medical world, either in
part or as a whole, stupidly and
stubbornly denounced and rejected the Sister Kenny treatment, or
to say or imply that all polio sufferers respond to this treatment
while all those treated by other
methods necessarily become lifelong cripples. Statistics compiled
over a five-year period show that
other modern therapy has been
just as effective as the Sister Kenny treatment. Isn't it both dangerous and cruel to distort and to
misrepresent any facts concerning
this heart-breaking subject?
The lavish technicolor production Till the Clouds Roll By (MG-M, Richard Whorf) alleges to
portray the life-story of the late
Jerome Kern. In keeping with
Hollywood tradition, the script
writers have taken innumerable
-and inexcusable-liberties with
the facts. But Mr. Kern's fine music has its tuneful and eloquent
say in spite of a bit of manhandling by some of the bright luminaries in the high-priced cast.
The Jolson Story (Columbia,
Alfred E. Green) is another spectacular biography which is flavored with a large portion of pure
hokum. Jn spite of these story
shortcomings, however, this is an
engaging and entertaining picture. It re-creates two important
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decades in the history of motion
pictures and evokes nostalgic remembrances of the heyday of one
of the entertainment world's most
colorful figures.
Nobody Lives Forever (Warners, Jean N egulesco) is a sordid
gangster picture undeserving of
more than a line.
The Bachelor's Daughters
(United Artists, Andrew Stone) is
a pleasant but moth-eaten little
comedy. Pianist Eugene List will
not win any acting honors; but
his fine playing is the brightest
spot in this picture.
Undercurrent (M-G-M, Vincente Minelli) is the superglossy
screen adaptation of Thelma
Strabel's superglossy magazine serial. Katharine Hepburn, Robert
Taylor, and Robert Mitchum are
the principals in this turgid "mystery romance." It would take
more than Miss Hepburn's famous mannerisms, Mr. Taylor's
too-pretty widow's peak, and Mr.
Mitchum's air of portentous
gloom to make this lemon palatable.
In spite of vigorous protests
from various religious groups
Abie's Irish Rose (United Artists,
Ed. A. Sutherland) was finally
passed by the Johnston Office. It
will be interesting to watch the
box-office response to the stupid
adaptation of an undistinguished
play. Anne Nichols' Abie's Irish
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Rose enjoyed a seven-year run on
Broadway. Well, remember that
man Barnum?
The Verdict (Warners, Don Seigel) is a ponderous and plodding
cinema version of Israel Zangwill' s
popular murder yarn.
The Strange Woman (United
Artists) is based on Ben Ames
Williams' novel of the same title.
Dull, dragged-out, and unconvincing.
Gallant ] ourney (Columbia) is
a sincere but too-long-drawn-out
tribute to John J. Montgomery,
the little-publicized Californian
who, in 1883, made what some
experts regard as the first controlled flight in heavier-than-air
craft.
English motion-picture producers have been sending an impressive lot of pictures to our shores
in recent months. By far the most
distinguished of these is Brief Enrounter (Cineguild Productions,
David Lean), a brilliant adaptation of Noel Coward's short play
Still Life. Other English films, in
the order of their artistic standing, are The Raider (Crown-English Films), a fine wartime documentary; The Outlanders (]. Arthur Rank, Harry Watt); Stairway to Heaven (]. Arthur Rank);
The Notorious Gentleman (Universal, Sidney Gilliatt); and They
Were Sisters (Gainsborough, Arthur Crabtree).

T STILL amazes us that our esteemed associate, Dr. W. G.
Polack, and his neighbor (another
CRESSET Associate) could have
packed so many hair-raising
experiences into one weekend. We
are glad that he came through unscathed, and we
are indebted to
him for another
of his engaging
human interest
narratives. The
author of "A
Memorable Trip"
is professor of
Church History at
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis.
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an increasingly influential role for
THE CRESSET in the contemporary
scene. To our many new readers
we extend a sincere welcome.

Guest reviewers in this issue of
THE CRESSET include Albert W ehling (Brandeis: A
Free Man's Life);
Herbert H. Umbach (Horace
Greeley and The
Canterbury
Tales); Newman
Powell (Haydn: A
Good Life); and
H.F. Wind (They
Have Found a
.,....,
Faith). The first
''"~
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